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President's Message

A Kinder and Gentler
Jurisprudence
We've cometoexpect only had news
from the United States Supreme Court
in its Fourth Amendment pronouncements. Maybe that's why the exuberance in the defense bar over the Court's
decision in Wilson v. Arkansas, 514 U .
S. 927, 115 S.Ct. 1914 (1995), seemed
rather low key and short lived.
Let's remember briefly what the
Court did. In a unanimous decision
authored by JusticeThomas, it ruled for
the first time that the common-law
knock-and-announce principle forms a
part of the reasonableness inquiry undm the Fourth Amendment. In simple
language the opinion means that the
police must have a good reason to execute asearch warrant by bustingdown
the door unannounced. As we all know,
it hzs beell common procdurc in some
law cnfo~cmentcircles to gathcr up at
l e a l a dozen or so officers to executea
search warrant to seize even relatively
small amounts of controlledsubstances.
Their presence is announced at the
home to he searched by breaking in the
door without any warning. We all also
know that tfus tactic in a sizable number of cases has to do with scaring the
daylights out of the soon to be defendant and his family, thus commencing
the punishment for the alleged offense,
and has little or nothing to do with the
safety of the officers or the preservation of evidence. In Wilson, the Court
acknowledged that such a procedure
may violate the Fourth Amendment.
In its last term, the Supreme Court
chose to revisit its holding in Wilson.
In another unanimous decision the
Court, per Justice Stevens, held that
Wisconsin's blanket exception to the
knock-and-announce requirement in
felony drug investigationswas not per-

mitted under the Fourth Amendment.
The holding in Richards-v. Wisconsin,
U.S. a 117 S.Ct. 1416 (1997), went on
to determine that the circumstances in
that case justified the rather rude envy
by the police.
Of interest in the Wilson opinion is
that the Court looked back to the historical setting in which the Fourth
Amendment was drafted and quickly
and unequivocally concluded that the
Framers of the Amendment meant to
include the common law knock-andannouncerule in the reasonableness requirement of the searchand seizure pmtection. One has to wonder what took
the Court so long. The forcible entry
practices of policeserving warrants has
been a longstanding and serious abuse
of governmental powcr and of fundamcntal notions of individual rights.
Jnstice Thomas chose to quote a
17th century decision of English common law to illustrate the legal context
in which the Fourth Amendment was
drafted. From Semayne's Case, he
quoted:
But before he breaks [the
door], he ought to signify the
cause of his coming and to
make request to open doors ...,
for the law without a default
in the owner abhors the destruction nor breaking of any
house by which great damage
and inconvenience might ensue to the party when no default is in him: for perhaps he
did not know of the process,
of which if he had notice, it is
to be resumed that he would
obey it.

By E.G. "Gerry" Morris
Perhaps indeed. In Richardr, Justice
Stevens made the addifional observation that when a search warrantis served
atnight the occupants of the home could
use the extra time to get their clothes
on.
These two cases give us the legal
hasis to contest a practice that has continued far too long. The standard clearly
statedin Richwds is that in order to justify a "no-knock" entry, "the police
must have a reasonable susp~ciouthat
knocking and announcing their presence, under the particular circumstances, would be dangerous or futile,
or that it would inhibit the effective investigation of thecrime, by forexample,
allowing the destruction of evidence."
Richards also authorized allowing magistrates to isissue"no knock" search warrants which raises the question of the
role of the"good faith"exception in this
context, however.

If the exclusionary rule has any deterrent effect our efforts to Iitigate this
issue w~lldecrease the incidence of
these dangerous and offensive police
procedures. Also, perhaps this is more
that just an isolated instance where the
Supreme Court has recognized that a
strong, well intentioned desire to stop
illegal drug trafficking is not an exception to the Fourth Amendment. Justice
Stevens included the following in his
opinion in Richards?

It is always somewhat dangerous to groundexceptions to
constitutional protections in the
social noms of a given hiatorical moment. The purpose of the
Fourth Amendment's requirement of reasonableness "is to
preserve that degree of respect
for the privacy of persons and
the inviolab~lityof their property that existed when the provision was adopted-even if a

later, less virtuous age should
become accustomed to considering all sorts of intrusion
'reasonable.' Minnesota v.
Dickerson, 508 US. 366, 380,
113 S.Ct. 2130, 2139. 124
L.Ed.2d 334 (1993) (SCALIA,
I., concurring).
Welcome to the kinder and gentler
jurisprudence of the 17th and 18th
ceutury.si,

President's Trip
When:
February 12-15,1998
Where: Diamond Resort, Playacar, Mexico
Airnand package includes:
Nonstop round-trip air Hotel accommodations *A11 meals and beverages *Round trip transfers Services of a Funiet Vacations' renresentative International fees
and taxes, local airport taxes and fuel surcharges, and valueadded taxes Championship 18-hole golf course on site (greens
fees extra) Babysitring available for a fee.

*
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-

*

*
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Cost: From Houston
Frofi DEW
From San Antonio
Children 2-12
Children under 2

$715.11
735.00
$765.00
$433.00
free
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Final Payment due December 1,1997

Premier Travel
Kingsgate Center North
4210 82nd Street. Suite 222
Lubbock, TX 79423
806J797-7799 Fax: 806(796-3500
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Editor's Comment

CHANGES!

We hate it, we fear it -so why do
it? We've got to, we need to, and it's
going to make things better all around.
We're going to change the Voice and the
"Significant Decisions Report" (SDR).
You all know that TCDLAhas had some
financial problems this year and the
Voice and SDRs need to do our part to
try to save money. But not only can we
contribute financially, we can make
both publications better andeasier touse
for all of us. Not to he Ieft out of this
equation of change is our web site,
www.tcdIa.com. Here's what we are
aiming at in the next two years.
The Voice will go from being published ten times a year to six. What we
hope to do here is to work toward agoal
of making the Voice as good as, or better than, NACDL's Champion. Everyone who works on our magazine is a
volunteer. It is not easy and it is time
consuming. Some months, no, many
months, we are scrambling to getmemhers to write articles, send us a computer disk and aphotograph to run with
thearticle, get thearticleedited, laidout,
blue-lined, published and mailed. If we
cut back to SIX issues a year, we think
that not only will the quality of the art~clesm the Voice go up, but advertising
will be greater and more consistent, and
publishing/mailingcostswillbereduced.
Elsewhere in this issue is a short article by Mike Charlton about the completely new structure for the SDRs.
What Mike and the others he mentions
m his article havedone is nothing short
of miraculous given that the idea of
transitioning the SDRs only came up
this summer. For at least the next year
we will continue to publish a hard copy
of the SDRs, but that is not going to last
much beyond that, if at all. My vote was
to go completely electronic immediately, but I got outvoted (unanimously
and probably, correctly). We can imme-

diately realize a $20,000 savings when
wego completely electronic. Listen you
Luddites out there, get a computer. If
you can't do anything else except retrieve the SDRs and access tcdla.com
on the web, you will have a virtual law
library that is up to date withinhours of
the handing down of decisions! That's
good stuff and it will come as a benefit
of membership.
Maybe an example will help you
understand how important these new
changes can be to you right now, and
how our web site now comes into play.
A week ago one of my students had a
deadline for a brief in the Third Court
of Appeals. The issue had to do with
Motions to Quash and the sufficiency
of charging instruments. Ken Houp told
me that anew case had just come down
from the Court of Criminal Appeals on
October 8th that dealt with this subject.
When I got back to the office, I logged
onto the Internet and checked my mail.
Sure 'nuff, there were the electronic
SDRs attached to an e-mail addressed
to me. I clicked on the attachment and
the entire issue unfolded on my screen.
In about five seconds I found a summary of the case, Duron v. State, No.
0568-96.I needed this case. I closed my
e-mail program and opened tcdla.com.
In tedia.com, I went down toa web site
appropriately named "Opinions of the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals",
which is linked to ours. I clicked on this
and the full decisions from October 8th
appeared as a file labeled oct8.exe. I
clicked that and it openedmy word processing program and then opened the
file to it. I went to the Durorr case and
hit the "print" on the screen and the case
printed out for me. It was quick, easy
and deadly. Had the case been from the
U. S. Supreme Court, Fifth Circuit or
any oftheotherfederalcircuits, they are
availablein other sites that are gathered

By William I! Allison
together on our homepage. You can also
get all types of state and federal manuals, guidelines, studies, etc. The amount
of information you can get just from our
web site right now is astounding. Try it
-you'll get hooked.
Finally, our home page, www.
tcdla.com, already has the articles from
back issues of the Voice and will soon
have the electronic SDRs posted on
them. Here's what's next for our web site.
We will soon add what I call the "green
door" It will be a password protected
section of the site which only members
can access, holding ourmotions and brief
banks and any other sensitive or value
added items that should come only with
TCDLA membership.
You can see where we are going and I
want you to get there with us. NoTCDLA
membershould beleft out onthesechanges.
We are going to drag you kicking and
screaming into the21st century. For some
of you that is going to be a long jump,
directly from the 19th into the 21st.6'0
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The Age of Zero Tolerance
I read Mr. Boyd's excellent
article. It is agood summary and
reminder to all lawyers. The
concise article collects many
statutory citations in a single
location, and covers the topic
very ably. This article should be
published beyond our own
journal. I suggest that Mr. Boyd's
article b e considered for
publication in a future issue of the
newsletter of the Juvenile Law

Section of the State Bar. Of
course, reprint permission and
proper copyright attribution will
be necessary.
This is good stuff and should
be more widely published,
especially to Juvenile Law
Section membership.
Mike Brown
Lubbock

Friends of TCDLA would like
to inform you to please
contact Paula Mackey if you
had a problem with one of
the new, multi-color design
T-shirts fading. This is the new
design shirt that became
available this year and was
offered for sale in San Antonio
in June and Fort Worth in
September. Paula can be
reached at 8 17/294-1716, or
by fax at 8 17/-294-2432, or

Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Web Page
http://www.tcdla.com

National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL)
Attorney General of Texas, Office of the
Decisions of the United States Supreme Court - Legal lnformation Institute (LII), Cornell
FedWorld lnformation Network
Florida State University, School of Criminology
Harris County Courts, Houston, Texas
Jarnail Center for Legal Research - Tarlton Law Library
Links in the Work of Justice
Links Toward Abolition
Opinions of the Texas Court of Cr~minalAppeals
Southern Methodist University School of Law
State District Courts in Harris County, Texas
Texas Legislature Onl~ne
U.S. Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit - Jamail Center For Legal Research
U.S. House of Representatives Internet Law Library
U.S. House of Representatives lntemet Law Library: Texas
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New Kid on the Block
By Suzanne Donovan
We hope to recruit more criminal
defense lawyers to become members.
For those who decidenot to renew their
membership, I want to know why, and
try to determine how we can help them
reconsider. We need to review more
critically the value of TCDLAmembership. If current benefits don't meet
member needs, what will?
We'd like to see mole members becomeactive. Between Gerry Moms, the
president, and others writing for the
Rice,we'll keep youposted onTCDLA
committee activities so that morememhers can plug in as they have time.
We intend to focus more on the Voice
and other TCDLA information pieces,
such as brochures for CLE programs,
and membership. In addition to the
strong legal reference pieces that run in
the Voice, I'd like to see some lively
debate on criminal justice policy issues
as well as legislative proposals. We
could develop departments with valuableinformation such as how to usenew
technologies to enhance your practice.
Our common denominators remain
the same, of course, from providing a
strong, respected collectivevoice for the
interests of criminal justice at the State
This is your organization
TCDLA is a membership association Legislature to ensuring the rights of all
and as such, our office is here to serve Texans to the best criminal defenseposthe members. That means all the mem- sible. This organization shall continue
bers, regardless of location. All offices to set the highest professional and ethiare not alike when it comes to thereali- cal standards for the practice of crimities of running a law practice. A solo nal law in Texas. Still, stretching to
practitioner in Paris has different needs, reach these lofty goals requires memand operates in a very different politi- her participation. We will be calling
cal environment, than an office in upon you through the regional networks
downtown Houston, for instance. So in to augment the association's lobbying
order to most effectively serve all of our efforts, and other specific projects as
members' needs, wemust hear directly necessary.
from you, whether it be complaints or
suggestions for useful CLE seminars, "Why a non-lawyer?"
The inherent difficulties of being the
or membership benefits you'd like to
new kid on the block are compounded
see offered.
Starting a new job is on the top of
all thepop psychology lists of Life's Big
Stresses, like moving, divorcing, and
death. All your priorities and brilliant
new ideas come crashing into the dayto-day realities of the job. In my first
week on the job as executive director I
seesawed between the ridiculous and
the sublime. I started October 6 and
within a period of three days my computer died, the office refrigerator
stopped (while the toilet ran continuously), and I was regularly having to
tell people "no."
On the other hand, I talked to and
met with some extraordinarily dedicated board members and volunteers,
was invited t0D.C. to see bow the pros
at the National Criminal Defense Lawyers run that operation, and started collecting creative ideas that shouldresult
in changes that will benefit TCDLA's
members. I'd like to describe a few
ideas, and ask for readers to respond.
And since most Voice readers don't
know me, I'll digress in this columnand
give a thumbnail sketch of my professional background.
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by the fact that1 amnot alawyer. I take
some comfort in the fact that I come out
of a profession that is at least as mistrusted and disliked by thegeneral public as lawyers, and that is journalism.
I receivedmy Masters in Journalism
in 1982 from the University of California. I returned as a faculty member at
the Graduate School of Journalism at
UC Berkeley when my mentor, Ben
Bagdikian, became dean of the program. I worked with Dean Bagdikian
and his successor for more than four
years turning the program around. Most
of my writing has been about the media, although Pve written some commentary on socral and political topics.
I fell into working around lawyers
through my passion for First Amendment issues, and1 became a member of
the board of directors of the ACLU in
San Francisco while working with a
membership association of journalists,
called Media Alliance. When I moved
to Texas, however, and became executive director of the ACLU of Texas, I
learned quickly that criminal justice issues arein dire need of attention in this
state.
These issues run the gamut from inadequate representation of indigent defendants to a legislature, apparently reflecting the perspectives of the voters,
that is increasingly pro-prosecutorial.
There is a land of hysteria about crime
that is out of proportion to its actual
occurrence- i n this Texas is not
unique. And there is a mentality here
that building prisons is a form of local
economic development,even if it means
importing prisoners for profit from
other states.
Unfortunately, since I've been in
Texas I've seen firsthand the results of
incompetent or just plain shoddy criminal defense, as well as what happens

when local prosecutors get away with controller andmembershipcoordinator,
unprofessional or unethical treahnent of and Rica Palarca manages our busy
defendants. I accepted this position in phones, assists Jannie and assists with
part becauseIbelieveTCDLAoffersthe the Voice.
strongest voice in the state for lawyers
who can promote higher standards, and
News to Note
are willing to stand up and arguefor the
- ~ - h ~ l ~O~TCDLA
~ d ~ ~ strongly
~ h i ~
rwurces to ensure amoreequitableand urges members to move with US into usefficient administration of justice.
ing computers for communication. As
Mike Charltonwrites in his article, SigNew beginnings
niflcant Decisions is available via e
I feel I'd be remiss in not mention- mail now, and we will be including an
ing John Boston's departure, It is truly edited hard copy version in upcoming
the end of an era for this association. issues of the Voice. KeithHamptonand
Not everything will be done the way it Betty Blackwell intend to rely heavily
usedto be, and that willdisappointsome on e-mail and fax messages to disperse
members (it already has). I must rely information about critical bills and acupon the board and members for their tion needed on the legislative front.
"institutional memory," to tellme when
positions andpolicies have already been
The Senate Interim Committee on
taken. Our staff, all of whom are new, Gangs and Juveuile Justice, chaired by
will be ueating new procedures to get Sen. Royce West @-Dallas), ischarged
the work of this organization done.
with making recommendations on a
The professional and personal rela- range of related issues. It will be contionships between John and many sideringcollaboration betweenlawenTCDLA members run deep. Even his forcement, schools, and state and local
counterpart at the prosecutors associa- juvenile justice agencies; prevention
tion, Tom Krampitz, had a strong affec- and intervention efforts; the needs of
tion for John. I too was a beneficiary of prosecutors and law enforcement; and
his advice when I was in diapers as the criminal information services. It will
legislative advocate for the ACLU of also dete~mineif there is a need for adTexas. But with every exit there is an- ditional juvenile court masters, and
other opening, and so it is here.
monitor the implementation of HB
As Imake my way lhrough these first 1550, passedin thelast session, regardfew months. I ask that you bear with ingprogressivesanctions. Hearingdates
me as I make fhe inevitable mistakes, and locations are as follow$:
and try taking some risks that may or
December 11-Houston
may not pan out.
January 2GLnbbock
Finally, I want to acknowledge the
February 2 6 E 1 Paso
work being performed by Ken Case,
who steppedforward and literally saved
The Supreme Court of Texas Jury
this magazine before I started in Octo- TaskForce issued its report in October.
her. He bas graciously agreed to con- That report is available at the court
tinue working with me, and TCDLA system's webpageunder "Special Inforowes hima debt forthat. Ken's creativ- mation9'at www.state.courts.tx.us.
ity and enthusiasm can be seen every- Many of its recommendations will be
where--from the cover through these discussed by the Senate Jurisprudence
pages-and more design and advertis- Committee, chaired by Sen. Rodney
ing changes are in store.
Ellis (D-Houston), which is also holdI encourage each of you to send us ing interim hearings. One of that
your thoughts and comments via e-mail committee's charges is to "review ways
info@tcdla.com-of course you can to improve service on juries andservice
still call, and I invite you to visit the by jurors;" it will also "consider the
staff live and in person at the office in work of the task force created by the
Austin. Jannie Chiat oversees the plan- Supreme Court to study the jury sysning and logistics of the CLEprograms tem in Texas, as well as review the reand runsthe office, Wendi Smith is our sults of any similar studies which have

.

taken place or presently taking place in
other states."
Por current information on the
Senate Jurisprudence interim hearings,
as well a s other legislative news,
g o to the legislature's web site
www.capitol.state.tx.us, where you
can also find Texas statutes.
-Scott Atlas, and the Houston law
f i i Vinson & Elkins, were presented
with special plaques at TCDLA's "Forensics and Habeas Skills Course" in
San Antonio in October. The attorney
and the firm were recognized for extraordinary work in representing pro
bono former death row inmate Aldape
Guerra. Guerra, an innocent man,
walked off death row, though he died
four months after his release in a ear
accident in Mexico.
Stanley Schneider presented Atlas
the plaque on behalf of TCDLA, "to
honorbim for answering the highest call
of a lawyer topnrsnejustice and vindicate the innocent." Rob Field accepted
the award for the firm, "to honor its
commihnent to provide competent and
effective pro bono representation and
its promoting integrity and honesty in
our judicial system."
As Scott Atlas said of Mr. Guerra,
"At least he died a free man in his own
country."&
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Significant Decisions Returns
By Michael B. Charlton
TCDLA members Mike Charlton,
Gary Taylor and Keith and Cynthia
Hampton have inaugurated a new service available to all members of the association --the dissemination of Significant Decisions over the Internet. They
will be e-mailing on a weekly basis
summaries of cases from the Supreme
Court, the Fifth Circuit, theTexas Court
of Criminal Appeals and the Courts of
Appeals. Their report will also include
summariesof theissues where Petitions
for Discretionary Review and Motions
for Rehearing are granted as well as
pending issues in the Supreme Court
where certiorari has been granted.
As an interim measure TCDLAwill
also produce, starting in December, a
printed copy of the compiled Signifcant Decisions electronic reports
monthly as part of the Voice. This eompilation will be edited by John Yeager.
The "hard copy" version of Signijicant
Decisions is an in-between measure the
association is taking until more members obtain e-mad and can receive the
electronic report. The electronic version of SignijicanfDecisionswill have
a feature allowing members to immediately respond and comment on the
report via reply e-mail message; legal
or factual queries can also be posted
and will be published the following
week.

Why do this?
l)TCDLA, and ultimately itsmembets, save money. It costs the association a great deal of money to print and
mail out copies of SDR. It costs notbing to e-mail the same thing. To the entent tbat members can sign up and receive this report electronically, it frees
money the association can use for other
things, such as more seminars, more
staff, more services, etc.
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2) The electronic report comes out
weekly, permiuingreaders toget recent
decisions in a more timely fashion.
Members without e-mail will get the
previous month's decisions as part of
their regular Voice subscription. The
printed version will eventually be
phased out, as a majority of TCDLA
members start to use e-mail through
their computers.
3) The "new" Significant Decisions
covers more courts. Four people now
summarize the cases: Gary Taylor,
Keith and Cynthia Hampton and Mike
Charlton. This allows coverage of more
courts and more cases.
4) It covers more issues. By including summaries of issues currently on
PDR and Motion for Rehearing in the
Court of Criminal Appeals and eertiorari grants in the Supreme Court, memhers can stay on top of current legal issues and more thus more effectively
structure litigation.
5) Members receiving the report via
computer can get questions resolved
quickly without calling around thestate.
By simply e-mailing a question to the
editors, it will be communicated to the
readership statewide and should elicit
quick response by e-mail.

How do I get this?
If you have a computer, a modem
and an e-mail program, simply mail a
message to the following e m d address:
charlton@hypercon.commInclude
your
name, regular mailing address, phone
number and e-mail address. This service is limited only to TCDLA members so make sure to note that as well.

What if I don't know
anything about the Internet?
Access to the Internet should not he
intimidating. Most towns inTexas have

an Internet Service Provider that will
set up an account for yon and provide
you with all of the software you need,
including e-mail packages. They have
service support guys that will walk you
through the process of setting up the
package and accessing email and the
rest of the Internet. They are used to
working with novices and can he extremely helpful. There are several services tbat arestatewidesuch asNetcom,
Earthlink and Southwestern Bell. Ma
Bell even comes with Netscape as its
browser and email package. America
Online is also a common provider. Be
careful with the free services such as
Juno, etc. They are often not equipped
to receive the type of email we will be
sending out.
Once you get on thelntemet and subscribe, you will get e-mail from us
weekly with an introductory paragraph
and an attached file. Simply click on the
attachment and save the file in a word
processor program. By mid-November,
you will not even have to do that. The
message will simply he sent to yon and
you can eitherreadit on the screen, print
it or save it to a file.

But I don't have a computer.
How do I get one and what do
I need?
Any computer can access the
Internet. The vast majority of personal
computers are either Apple based or
PC's, though with an Apple, some
simpleconvertingis necessary. Because
the vast majority of lawyers use Word
Perfect, thenewsletter is in that format.
If you can't use what we send, send us
an e-mail and we'llsend yousomething
you can use. By the middle of November, the message will come out in a format everyone can use, regardless of the
machine you use.

If you are planning to buy a computer to upgrade current equipment,
then here's what you need. Your computer must he at least a 486 if you use a
PC. The vast majority of machines
made now are more powerful than that
because they use the Pentium chip design. Any of the computers using that
chip will suffice. Price for such computers run from about $500 for a used
Pentium up to $5000 for a state of the
alt Pentium 11. (The latter is a great
machine but has far more power than
you need for law oficeuse and Internet
access,)
You need at least a28.8 modem. The
number refers to the amount of data that
cross the telephone lines per second.
You can buy modems that receive 33.6
and 56.6 baud but you need at least 28.8.
Yon should also use a dedicated telephone line for this as phone service interrupts data transmission, although an
office fax line will suffice.
You need e-mail software. Such software comes with Internet browsers.
Netscape, the most popular browser,
comes with its own e-mail package, as
does Internet Explorer by Microsoft.
Endora is a very popular e-mail package. When you sign up with an Internet
Service Provider, they will usually give
you the software you need.

Calendar of Events
November 13-14,1997 ~.
:

.

Minorities and Women's Issues in
Criinid Defense
~

~

What if I want back issues?
We will be placing links on the
TCDLA web page in the future, so that
members can download past issues of
SDR- electronic edition.

What does this cost?
Nothing for the subscription. You
have to pay for an Internet account, hut
that is usually no more than $19.95 per
month including unlimited access.

This is a no braiuer. You save
TCDLAmoney, you get more infolmation, you get access tomore people who
can help you solve problems, and you
get information much faster. Get online
and start today.&
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TCDLA Wins a Case!
Bu
George Scharmen and Pamela Kararn
A recent win by the Amicus Com- and Brownsville would be required to
mittee of TCDLAprovides a great ex- defend their cases in Austineven though
ample of your memhership dues hard the DWI arrest occurred in their local
at work. The committee, chaired by counties. The court ruled otherwise:
David Cunningham, decided to get in"...we conclude that it would have
volved as a friend of the court in the been redundant for the Legislature to
case of n x a s Department of Public specify that the Department shall file
Safety vs. Todd Neal Dierschke, 1997 its appeals in the county of arrest beWL574595 (Tex.App.-Austin Septem- cause jurisdiction is already specified
ber 18, 1997) because the defendant's in the statute.
attorney did not file a hrief on appeal.
"....Moreover, to permit theDepartThe Third Court of Appeals granted menttopursue its appeal in district court
amicus status toTCDLAupon filing its while an aggrieved person is relegated
hrief. The Department responded to to seekingjudicialreview in the county
TCDLA's hrief, although there was no court, creates co-equal jurisdiction in
oral argument.
courts that are unequal.
"Hence we conclude that the proviVenue of DPS Appeals Now in sions of section 524.041 of the [Transportation] Code clearly set forth excluCounty of Arrest
sive
jurisdiction of all appeals arising
It was important to our members for
From
the administrative suspension of
TCDLA to become involved because
a
drivers
license."
the Department of Public Safety was
attempting through this appeal to ohtain a ruling that jurisdiction and venue
of all DPS appeals of ALR (license r e
vocation) decisions is in Davis County.
The Department made this argument
because Transportation Code section
524.041 specifies that the defendant's
appeals will he made in the county of
arrest but it does not specify that venue
for the Department's appeals is in the
county of arrest. The Department axgued that, by its silence a s to the
Department's appeals, the Legislature
intended theDepartment's appeals to he
governed by the AdministrativeProcedures Act.
Under the "fall-back" provisions of
section 2001.176 of the APA, jurisdiction for appeals of all agency decisions
is ifi the District Courts of Travis
County. Therefore, according to the
DPS argument, defense lawyers in remote locations such ae Paris, Dalhart,

160 Or More Appeals
Affected by Decision
Dmingthependencyof theDie1scl1ke
appeal the Department filed approximately 160suchadministrativeappeals
in the district courts of Travis County.
As of the time of the writing of fhis artick, the appellate section of the Department has decided not to pursue
Diemchke any further, and the Department, accordingtotheappellatesection,
prohahly will no longer pursue all of
those appeals. The Department may attempt to re-file some of the appeals in
the local counties. However, from this
time forward all of the Department's
appeals of AL.R decisions will he filed
in the counties of arrest.
It doesn't take a rocket scientist to
determine that the Depamneut's position in the case was illogical, but that
argument would not have been made

without TCDLA. The portions of the
opinion quoted above were the same
arguments advanced by TCDLA in its
hrief, and they are now the law of this
state. George Scharmen and Pamela
Karam wrote the amicus hrief for
TCDLA. The amicus committee is divided into approximately 14 suhcommittees basedupon the Court ofAppeals
districts of Texas.
Your dues money is being spent well
in the advantages of membership which
are available by virtue of suchpuhlications as the VOICE and the Significant
Decisions Report. TCDLA also provides to its membership and other lawyers in this state some of the finest CLE
programs available in the area of criminal law. As for those 160 or more lawyers whose cases may be won as a result of the Diemchke decision, you
probably got your money's worth this
yea1.a

-

Graduuring fin1 St.
Mary's Universrl)' Law
School (1992). Panrein
Karanr se~vedorse year
as internforthe 73rdOsfrict Court. She entered
p~ivarepractice i ~bus;t
ness, ente~tainunent,
petSO^ inirW a d cri~rrinallaw. Her clzenrs
incllfdeMmBaerJrJMaxBner Pmducrions
and Jet111o i Bevwly HillbiIIie Mamion and
Casino.
George Scliar~nerris
board cer fiJedin criminal
law by the Te.ras Board of
legalspecia1imtionn,1din
I
crinri~ralrrial advocacy
by the Nnrional Bomd of
T,ial Advocacy. He is a
,-ourId~lg
Inemberofrhe N~~~~~~~College
for Du1Defense. He
been a solo practitioner in Sun Atlronio for20 yents.

Remote Sites
City

County

City

County

Alpine
Amarillo
Brownsville
Conroe
Folt Stockton
Fredericksburg
Galveston
Lampasas
Laredo
New Boston

Brewster
Hutchison
Cameron
Montgomery
Pecos
Gillespie
Galveston
Lampasas
Webb
Bowie

Paris
San Angelo
Tulia
Uvalde
Van Horn
Vernon
Wichita Falls

Lamar
Tom Green
Swisher
Uvalde
Culberson
Wilbarger
Wichita Falls

1. Abilene
2. Amarillo
3. Austin
4. Beaumont
5. Bryan
6. Corpus Christi

7. Dallas

8. El Paso
9. Fort Worth
10. Houston
11. Lubbock
12. Lufkin

13. McAllen
14. Midland
15. San Antonio
16. Tyler
17. Victoria
18. Wac0
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DWI: Cross-Examination of
Police Witnesses
BY
George R. Milner, ZZZ
It is a simple fact that you must effectively cross-examinethe police witnesscs, or you are not likely to win a
DWI case. Alternatively, effective
cross-examination of the police officers may be all that is necessary to win a
DWI. Ageneral theme which I live by
is to never attack the police officer.
Generally speaking, people still like
policeofficers.Thepoliceofficerissimply doing his job and making a judgment call. This idea must be set up in
voir dire. Common sense dictates that
the officer will err on the side of safety,
i.e., bewillarrestyourclient,ratherthan
let him drive the car.
All the officer is doing by making
the arrest is making ajudgment call that
there is probable cause to believe your
client committed the offense of DWI.
Thejury should understand the distinction between probable cause and proof
beyond a reasonable doubt. Generally
speaking, you should agree with the
decision to arrest the client, hut vigorously argue that the evidencepresented
does not rise to the level of proof beyond a reasonable doubt. This can be
done without attacking the police officer
and without trying to convince the jury
that the officer perjured himself. It is a
rare case where You will actually convince a jury that the police officer lied
abouthis observations.Thus, following
this theme, You can agree with the
officer's conclusion that probable cause
existed, and consisrentl~argue that the
evidence calls for an acquittal.

jail. Obviously, you will be limited by
how soon your client retains you. The
client interview should thoroughly
cover not only the events sumunding
his arrest, hut also the itinerary of his
day leading up to his arrest. You should
inquire as to physical or mental problems which your client may have. Be
as broad as possible. Let your client
understand that the government is going to attempt to prove that he was not
acting"normal."Eachindividual client
may have a number of explanations as
to why hedid not appeac"nonna1." You
should inquire as to whether your clientbadany learningdisabilities, or anything which arguably might be a learning disability. Determine the client's
level of education, not only formal education, but also his general intelleclal
level. I have won many DWI cases by
convincing a judge or jury that my client was simply dumb.

trial. This information will likely provide good impeachment testimony
against the police officers. A good example of a minute detail is whether the
officer left his strobe lights on while
adminisfering the HGN test.
A thorough investigation ofthescene
is also necesstuy.Takephotographs offhe
location where your client was driving
and the location of the arrest. It is amazing how many details the police officer
will forget. The officer's lack ofmemory
is easily shown by confronting him with
these photographs. It is also helpful to
use maps of the scene to show the layout of the road, if that becomes an issue. Ifyour client was stoppedfor weaving, you should measure the distance
in which your client was alleged to have
been weaving. There are many situations where the distance is so short, it
becomes impossibleto believe that your
client weaved as many times as the officer said he did. Weaving may also be
explained
as a gradual lane change, deInvestigation
Inquire as to whether there may be pending upon the circumstances.
You should review the police report
any available witnesses. Certainly, you
~houldaskyou~clientwhohewaswithas soon as it becomes available. %rice
that night. ~ d d i t i ~ ~there
~ l may
l ~ , be the prosecutors will generally not perpeople who observed your client driv- mit you to copy the police report, I
hg or
his
~h~~~may strongly recommend that you dictate the
also be witnesses who can testify to report verbatim on a hand held tape reclient's general demeanor, behav. corder.This will effectively provide you
ior, and intellect. l-he next step is to in. a copy of the report. It is important to
terview these witnesses, particularly scrutinize the report, going over not
witnesses who
your client at only what the officersays, but also what
therelevant time, as quickly as possible. hedoesn't say, which field sobriety tests
If you allow too much time to pass, the were doneand, importantly, which field
witness may no longer be able to recall sobriety tests were not done. Also, dePreparation
pertinent details. Furthermore, if you go termine which police officers arrested
ClieltfZnterview
over these details with the client and your client. If you are unfamiliar with
The optimum choice is to interview explain the importance of them, this will the particular officer, ask a lawyer who
your client as quickly after his arrest as providea way to explain to thejury how is. Many things can be learned about a
possible. If the client calls yon soon the witness remembers such minute police officer simply by asking someenough, attempt tointervicw him at the details by the time the case comes to one who is familiar with his back-

ground. It is obviously helpful to know
the relevant police officer has arrested
numerous people who have passed a
breath test. Since the prosecutor obviously will never divulge this information, you are not going to know, unless
you ask.
There are other sources of information which are generally unknown. A
favorite of mine is the Open Records
Request. Althougharrest reports are not
subject to disclosure under the Open
Records Act, many other reports are.
One such report is known as a Miscellaneous Incident Report (MIR). If there
were any unusual circumstances involved in the arrest, a police officer may
generate a Miscellaneous Incident Report. This report can be located by requesting, via the Open Records Act, all
service numbers issued to the location
of the arrest at the approximate time of
the aiTest. The MIR will generally he
on a service number different from the
mest report. Once you ascertain that
such a report exists, simply request that
report by way of an Open Records Request refereucing it by the applicable
service number.
Ahiiost all police cars today are
equipped with amobile computer. This
computer is known as a Mobile Data
Terminal (MDT). Police officers frequently use this as an e-mail system.
Each time any trausmission is made or
received from a particular MDT, there
is a print-out at a central computer.
These print-outs are kept for arelatively
short time. The Dallas Police Departmeut keeps them for 30 days. These
transmissions can he requested by simply requesting all MDT transmissions
during a specific period of time which
are sent or received from a particular
element number. This element number
is the radio identification number of a
particular police car. The number call
be obtained from the arrest report. Most
police officeis are unaware that defense
attorneys have access to this infonnatiou. It will amaze you to read some of
these statements. These statements by
the officers at the time of arrest can be
helpful during cross-examination. They
are also very helpful in establishing time
references. Each transmission will show
the time at which it was sent.

The Open Records Act can also be
used to obtain copies of radio transmissions at the time of the arrest. You need
to ascertain the relevant starting and
stopping time for purposes of your request. Also, you need to know which
police channel the relevant officer was
using. The Dallas Police Department
has a number of radio channels and
seven of them areused in DWI enforcement. These radio transmissions may be
useful to impeach the officer and can
also he used to establish theexact times
of the traffic stop and such things as
when a wrecker was ordered to transport the vehicle.

of this testimony can be pinned down
in the ALR hearing. It is important to
always subpoena the officer to testify
at the ALR hearing. This is essentially
a free deposition on the state's primary
witness. Since you will likely lose the
ALR hearing anyway, you should get
as much benefit out of it as possible.
Determine such things as whether: the
client stopped within areasonable time;
stopped in a reasonable manner;
stopped his car in an appropriate place;
retrieved his driver's license and insurance card in a normal manner; exited
his vehicle in a normal manner; walked
to the curb in a normal manner; responded logically to therequests of the
officer; behavedin apolite andrespectful manner; and how your client performed on the field sobriety tests. Determine which field sobriety tests were
given, and which were not. There am
numerous field sobriety tests, but generally ouly few are given. If the officer
gives only a few field sobriety tests, he
either did a cursory investigation or
possessed apre-foimed conclusion that
your client was intoxicated. If the officer gavemany field sobriety tests, then
obviously the officer had some doubt
in his own mind.

The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy
You should also obtain a copy of the
videotape. The videotape is certainly
oue of the biggest factors in a DWI.
Watch the videotape with your client.
There may he numerous things which
he can explain. You should also have
another witness watch the videotape.
This witness should be someone who
knows your client well and can testify
to all the good points on the videotape
in oi-der to highlight them for the jury.

What The Officer Doesn't Say
It is common to listen to an officer
aud note all indications which he observed indicatmg intoxication. It is important to pay close attention to what
the officer does not say. Almost every
DWI case is filled with numerous indications of sobriety. These indications of
sobriety generally never make it to the
police report, nor are they mentioned
in the officer's direct testimony. Much

If the officer is not very intelligent,
this theory may convince ajury that this
officer ai~estsanyone who shows any
sign of intoxication. Essentially, you
start by showing that circumstances
would tend to suggest your client might
he intoxicated. Police officers frequently do not perform an objective
determination, but instead, perfonn a
subjective evaluation It is the officer's
~ersonalinterpretation of this subjective evaluation which leads the officer
to conclude the client is intoxicated.The
point is to convince the jury that the
officer made his mind up to arrest at the
outset. The administration of "police
coordinatiou exercises" was merely a
formality. The exercises were going to
beevaluated in such a way that the citizen would necessarily fail. Start by asking the officer, "At what point did you
decide to arrest my client?" The officer
will say thedecision to arrest was based
upon all the observations up to the end
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of the last police coordination exercise.
Scrutinize the last field sobriety test and
determine how the client failed and/or
was scored. Determine exactly how this
particular officer scores the exercise. It
has been my experience that each officer scores these tests in their own individual way, despite the fact that these
tests are supposed to be standardized.
Then, give the officer a hypothetical in
which your client does slightly better
and ask him whether he would have let
theclient go. Thelikely answeris "no."
If the officer says "yes," it tends tonegate the officer% observations on the
previous tests. If the officer states tbat
your client is still going to jail, which
is the likely answer, you will trap the
afficer into saying that your client was
going to jail no matter what. The genera1 theme 1s that once the officer noticed that your client had been drinking
and observed some symptoms of intoxication, it hecameaself-fulfillingprophecy that the tests would reveal that your
client was intoxicated. The argument
then is thatlittle weight shouldbegiven
to the opinions and conclusions of the
officer, and primary emphasis should he
placed upon the videotape.

officer testify that your cliept reh'ieved
and presented his driver's license and
insurance card in a normal manner.
Many intoxicatedindividualsareunable
to even locate their driver's license.
Have the officer admit that these are
indications of sobriety. You will find

able cause and proof beyond a reasonable doubt Then ask him whether he
understands thatprohablecauseis only
what isnecessary tomakean arreat.Ask
him whether he understands that in order to convict your client the evidence
must rise to proof beyond a reasonable
doubt. Ask the officer whether he b e
lieves in and agrees with this law. He
will looklike a fool if he doesn't agree
with this law. The point of this line of
questioning is to re-convey this argument to the jury. Furthermore, the jury
will know the investigation went no
further than determination of probable
cause.
Another possibility is to ask the officer whether he would have released
your client if he had passed a breath test.
If the officer says he would have released your client,it tends to negate his
conclusion that your client was intoxicated. If the officer states that he would
not have released your client, the officer will look very unreasonable. Such
an answer will reinforce the "self-fulfilling" prophecy." See, infra.

many officers are reluctant to do this.
The more unreasonable the officer becomes, the less the jury will rely upon
his testimony. The list of things which
indicatesobrietyislimited onlpby your HGN
own imagination. If your client was
A test which is being used with i n f o areason,
~
which dues
creasing frequency is [he Horizontal
and of itself indicateintoxication, point
Indications of Sobriety
Nystagmus (HGNl test. This test
every Wectof his driving which is
It is impartant to convey to thejury
$0 as to suggest it is a scisohrief~.Whether your client
all indications of sobriety. Determine
entific test which will validly determine
driving in a
ap~mpriwhether yourclient stoppedhis vehicle
intoxication. The officer is looking for
atemanner
is
factor
with a a rapid eye oscillation, or
within an appropriate time. An intoxipossible, use an
to list ev- jerking mwemcnt, in & eye during
cated person would likely be unaware
e
e
r
i
~
~
d
i
c
a
~
~
~
~
0
f
s
0
b r i that
e v . ~certain
~~~~
k emovement
l~
that the police officer was attempting
eye
exercises. hi^
to stop him and wouldcontinueto drive. YOU' list will be significantly longer
movement is caused by a
This mental alertness is an obvious sign than thelist of factors
cenml nervous systm depressant,
of sobriety. To be sure, the prosecution cation.
as alcohol, in the body. The prosecuwill argue that this is irrelevant. Have
tion will aftempt to suggest to the jury
the officer testify that your client was Probable Cause V. Proof
that ethyl alcohol is the only cause of
polite and respectful. Many intoxicated Beyond a Reasonable Doubt
such eye movement. A thorough crosspersans are not. Certainly, these quesThis issue is initially set up on voir examination of the officer should confions should not be asked unless the dire. Educate thejury on the distinction vince the jury this test is completely
answers will be favorable to You. YOU between proof beyond a reasonable unreliable.
?huld already know this information doubt and probable cause. Ask the ofInitially, you should ask the officer
fromtheALR hearing. Have the officer ficer at what point he determined there whether he has any specialized traintestify that Your client parked his ve- was sufficient probable cause to arrest ing in optometry or opthoinalogy. Cerhide in a safe and appropriate manner, your client. Then, ask him what d d i - tainly, he will not. Further, there is nothHave the officer testify that your client tional field sobriety tests were admin- ing exact about the way this test is adproperly exited his vehicle and walked istered after that determination was ministered. When such eyemovements
m anormal manner to thesidewalk.An made. The almost universal answer is are measured in a doctor's office, the
intoxicated individual would not beca- "none." Ask the ofticer whether be un- person's head is braced to prevent any
pable of doing these things. Have the derstands thedifference between prob- type of head movement. The lighting

'

conditions at an arrest scene are less
than optimum. The officer's training is
severely limited.
The prosecution will attemptto lead
the jury to believe that ethyl alcohol is
the only cause of this nystagmus. This
simply is not true. There are a number
of things which cause this type of eye
movement, which have nothing to do
with the ingestion of alcohol. There are
numerous medical journals which corroborate this. Ask the officer which of
these other things may cause nystagmus. Non-intoxicating causes of nystagmus include: nicotine; light movement; fatigue; lack of sleep; inner ear
problems; influenza; strep throat; glaucoma; various infections; vertigo;
measles; any type of head injury; hypertension; motion sickness; sunstroke;
eye strain; caffeine; and aspirin. Furthermore, there is a segment of our
population, anywhere from 2 to 8 percent, who have congenital nystagmus,
which means this eye condition exists
at all times. Ask the officer whether he
even knows what congenital nystagmus
is. Additionally, there are 47 different
types of nystagmus, of which alcohol
is only one. There are also 16 different
types ofeyeosc~llations.Ask the officer
whether he knmvs what each of these
ar&nd whether he can identify thedistinctions between them.
Not only does the HGN test have
prohlen~sin that there are things other
thm alcohol which causeit, but also the
test itself is subject to many errors. One
of the biggest problems is the requirement that the subject hold his head perfectly still. When this type of test is done
in a doctor's office, the person head is
braced. This is not pnssibleon thestreet.
Consequently, it islikely there will be
various movements of the head which
can interfere with a proper and accurate evaluatian of the test. Further, the
lighting conditions at the arrest scene
are less than optimal. To begin with, it
is usually dark with many light movements from the other traffic and the
police catl These type of light movements can not only make it difficult to
see and interpret themovements of the
eye, hut importantly, can themselves
cause nystagmus. Ask the officer
whether he is unfamiliar with induced

Some officers will additionally administer a vertical gazenystagmus test.
This testis similar, except that theeyes
are moved in a vertical pattern, as opposed to a horizontal pattern. At the
outset, this vertical nystagmus test is
even more absurd than the horizontal
test. There is little or no medical backing to corroborate the theory, other than
what the police officers teacheach other
in their schools. Furthermore, use of
VGN is sporadic. There appears to he
no logic at all. My observations lead me
to conclude that this test is sometimes
given, and sometimes is not. Sincemost
officers will testify that vertical nystagmus means a higher alcohol concentration, you must he cautious when asking questions ahout verticalnystagmns.
If the officer did not administer a vertical test, ask him why he did not. Ask
him whether heunderstands that only a
person who nclearly intoxicatedwould
have vertical nystagmus. Therefore, if
the officer did not administer the vertical test, then obviously the offkerknew
from his observations that the subject
was not so clearly intoxicated.
You should also question the officer
whether he has heard theNational Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) has conducted studies and
found 50 to 60 percent false positives
where the subject's eyes were deviated
more than 40 degrees. Furthermore, the
NHTSA has determined that latenessin
the day and prolonged use of the eyes
w~thinsufficientlightcan cause nystagmus. These false positives resulting
frorn the angle of movement will affect
not only the onset before 45 degrees
poflion, hut also the maximum deviation part of the test.
There are some other general ways
to impeach the officer on HGN. The
rer. When the officer 1s trained to ad- oCficer will likely testify that your climinister this test, the officer is iu- ent held his head perfectly still during
structed to use a home made protractor the test in order to ohtam an accurate
to estimate this angle. The training is score on the test. If hestates that your
conducted in a classroom type setting. client moved his head, the results are
The classroom is more similar to the invalid. If your client's head was perlaboratory environment. The arrest fectly still, then he must not have
sceneis anything butalaboratory scene swayed at all. Additionally, if yourcliaud, at the arrest scene, the officer does ent correctly followed the iuskuctions
not use any type of instrument to esti- given, his ability to do so arguably is
mate the 45 degree angle. The officer an indication of sobriety. Another point
to consider is the HGN school itself.
simply makes a ballpark guess.
nystagmus, or '"rilroad nystagmus."
This type of light movement in the
background is used to induce nystagmus.Essentially, thesubject focuses on
one point while there are objects or
lights moving in the background. This
is similar to seeing railroad tracks passing in the background, hence the name
"railroadnystagmus."Thistype of light
movement will cause the eyes to move
in a manner consistent with alcohol
nystagmus. The offrcer will he unable
to determine the difference.
Additionally, these lights may cause
the eye movement to appear jerky in
much the same way that nmmal body
movements appear jerky in a strobe
light setting. Consequently,even though
the eye is moving smoothly, it appears
to the officer that the eyeis moving in a
jerky pattern. Thus, the officer is misreading the eye movement. An additional source of error is the officer's
estimate of 45 degrees. The officer, durIng part of the test, will attempt to determine whether he observes nystagmus
In either eye when the eye has been
moved less than 45 degrees from cen-
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The prosecutor's attempt to make the
HGN school sound like Harvard Law.
The reality is that any moron can pass
this school by simply showing up. I d o
not believe there has ever been a case
where any "student" failed the HGN
school. If you ever participated in one
of these schools, you would see why.
Essentially, tho ofticers show up, listen
to lectures, and then conduct tests on
people who have consumed some
amount of alcohol. They are never accurately scored as to whether or not the
person was or was not above the legal
limit. They simply receive their certifications and hit the streets. You should
develop this in your cross-examination
Show the jury that tbis is uot a real
school. Ask the officer whether he can
name one single person who attended,
but did not pass the HGN school.
A final note to consider is a simple
analogy that will explain and graphically demonstrate how unreliable the
HGN test is. Almost all officers will
testify that the HGN test is at best, under laboratory conditions, 77 percent
reliable. This translates to approximately three out of four. Ask the officer
whether he would feel comfortableusing a squad car for patrol duties if he
knew the brakes on that squad car would
only work three times out of every four.
Clearly, he would not. Therefore, he
should not be using such unreliable
methodology on your client.

he deemed reasonable by the jury. Basically, the tests are difficult to pass by
police standards. Further, the inherent
unfairness in the testing can easily be
shown to the jury.
A good example is the Walk and
Turn. The person is essentially told to
stand with one foot directly in front of
the other foot forapproximately 30 seconds to a minute while the officer explains the test. This is a very unusual
and cumbersome way to stand. Most
normal people could not stand perfectly
like this. Thepersonis also told to keep
their hands to their side and to not use
them for balance in any way. The person is told to not begin the test until
being instructed to do so. This is a failing point for many clients. The person
is then told to take a series of nine heel
to toe steps, down a line, counting out
loud each step, keeping their hands
against their side at all times, looking
directly down at their feet, remaining
on theline at all times, then, at the end,
keeping their ninth foot down on the
line, taking a series of small steps to
pivot around in the direction instructed
by the officer, then returning in the exact same manner. Any deviation whatsoever from these instructions is con-

Field Sobriety Tests
There are a number of field sobriety
tests which are commonly used by poLice officers. You should know and understand these tests. There are manuals
which ale avalable to explain the administering and scoring of these field
sobriety tests. Most ofIloers will testify
that they have been trainedin thesestandardized field sobriety tests, but many
officeis have their own individual way
of scoring them. It is helpful to have
themanual available if the officer has a
unique way of scoring the tests. Many
of the ways that officers interpret these
tests are unfair to your client, When
questioned about hypothetical situations, many officers will testify that
your client would fail a given test based
upon aperformance which would likely
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sidered a point against the client. With
instructions as detailed as these, it is
likely that any individual unfamiliar
with the test, would likely fail the test,
Additionally, it is easy to show how the
test only works agaittst thesubject. The
citizen can never score points, he can
only lose points. Tho person does not
achieve any points for doing anything

correctly. There may he as many as 50
ways to score points on the Walk and
Turn test. Most officers will conclude
that your client has failed this test if he
lases four or more points. Four points
out of 50 translate to a 92 percent. If
this scoring standard were required in
the police academy, we would have no
police officers. ~ s the
k officer whether
he was scored in this manner when he
was in school or in the police academy.
Point out how your client performed
relatively well on this test. Each field
sobriety test canbeanalyzedinthesame
way.
There arealso many explanations for
a poor performance by your client
which have nothing to do with iutoxication. Ask the officer how long he has
known yourcliont.Ask him whetherhe
is aware of any special problems your
client may have. Ask him whether taking any such special problem into consideration would cause the officer to
changehis opinion about whether ornot
your client was intoxicated. A gutsy
move is to ask the officer to perform
the field sobriety test in the courtroom.
If the officer himself cannot do it, certainly the jury cannot expect your client to be able to. If the officer is able to
perform the test correctly, it is only because of practice.
There may also he conditions at the
scene which would induce a poor performance by your client. If the ground
is uneven or the pavement is not
smooth, tbis would likely be a factor in
your client's performance. The lighting
conditions may also be a factor. Determinehow many police officers and police cars were at the scene when your
client was performing these tests. If
there were several police officers and
police cars, this would obviously raise
thelevel of anxiety and nervousness in
your client. This wouldcertainly cause
the client to perform more poorly.
Additionally, some deviations from
the instructionscan be explained by lack
of understanding by your cIient. If the
client was standing on the side of a busy
street, he may not have heard all the
instructions.Any normal person who is
instructed to perform such tests as the
walk and turn test, for example, would
basically understand that he is supposed

to walk the line heel to toe nine steps.
He may not pay particular attention to
when heis supposed to start and exactly
how he is to hold his hands and exactly
what manner he is to use to pivot. Additionally, yon might ask the officer
whether he specifically told the citizen
that any deviation from the instructions,
however slight, might likely cause the
citizen to end up in jail.
Further, this lack of understanding
can also be used to convey to the jury
that your client has never before been
arrested for DWI. Ask the officer
whether a person who has never been
in this situation before would likely he
nervous and very unfamiliar with the
specifics of any one particulartest. Ask
the officer, whether during the course
of his investigation, fie ascertained that
your client has never before been arrested for DWI. These tests are not
something that any normal person
would ever do. The only people who
are truly familiar with them are police
officers and criminal attorneys.

Other Factors
You should attempt to ascertain the
exact time that your client was stopped,
then determine theexact time at which
theofficerdecided toarrest your client.
If the time is short, there was an obviousrush tojudgment. If the time is long,
then the officer obviously had doubts
in his own conclusions. It is difficult to
pin officers down to an exact time. Be
cautious about how you do this. Juries
do not expect an officer to remember
the exact time and may become disturbed by any extensive cross-examination over such a minute detail.
Determine whether any other officers were called to the scene to evaluate
your client. Particularly, determine
whether aDWI expert was called to the
scene. If this is so, you should be able
to make the officer admit that he wanted
a second opinion. This is evenmore significant in a case where two officers
stopped your client and then called for
a D W expert. Ask the two officershow
much experience they have between
them. In aparticularcase1tried, the two
arresting officers had 17 years experience between the two of them, yet
needed to wait half an hour to obtain

the second opmion by a DWI officer. If time, establish that the time of mest
two officers with 17 years combined was madeshortly heforeleaving. Then,
law enforcement experiencecannotde- emphatically point out that the decision
termine whether your client should be to arrest was avery short period of time
arrested, then certainly there is a rea- before the video begins. Have the offrcer admit that no human, including
sonable doubt.
your
client, could sober up in such a
Ascertain what the officer stated to
short
period of time.
the DWI officer when he requestedhim.
You
should carefully go over every
It is likely the officer informed the DWI
indication
of sobriety shown on the vidofficer overtheradio that an intoxicated
eotape. Ask the officer whether he
would have a m t e d your client if your
client performed at the scene in the
same manner that the client performed
on the videotape. You should ask, "Certainly officer, you will admit that my
client appears sober on the videotape."
The officer will probably say, "No."
Then ask, "Are you telling this jury that
if my client or any other citizen performed exactly as my client did on the
videotape, that you would conclude that
he is intoxicated and arrest him for
DWI?" The officer will begin to look
very unreasonable with these answers.
Do not allow the officer to speculate about "masking" andthe "adrenalin
person had been stopped and the DWI rush" which comes fmnbeing arrested.
expert was needed to conduct field so- This is nothing more than mere specubriety tests. TheDWIofficerwould al- lation by the officer. He has no personal
ready know atleast one other officer has knowledge as to whether your client is
determined the person was intoxicated. capable of masking theeffects of alcoDo not ask a DWI officer whether he hol. However, if this testimony comes
would conduct his evaluation indepen- in, there are ways toneutralize it. Maskdently of the requesting officer. Every ing is generally thought of as the huDWI officer will state that he has let man body's ability to cope, adapt to, and
many people go even after being called overcome the physical and mental efto the scene by the stopping officer. fects of alcohol. Ask the officer whether
Whether or not this is true, I do not he is aware of the otherdefinihon. "Ofknow. However, the DWI officer will ficer, are you aware that the other definot give you favorable answers to this nition i s that masking is the
line of questioning. You should simply government's reaching explanation for
ask whether he was told an intoxicated a videotape which clearly depicts a soperson had been stopped. Leave therest ber person?'Furthermore, ask the officer how the field sobriety tests are
to your closing argument.
One of the most critical points to designed and what is their purpose. It
establishis the time correlation between is the purpose of the field sobriety test
the videotape and the driving. Much of to eliminate masking. This is why a
the information which you have ob- person is told to stand with his feet untained through a proper investigation usually close together. This IS why the
will allow you to push the time of driv- person is asked to perform unusual tasks
ing hack. You should attempt to push which no normal person would do. The
the driving time as close to the time of whole idea behind fieid sobriety testthe video as possible. An alternative ing is to eliminate the body's ability to
methodis to make the time of arfest as overcome the effects of alcohol and
late as possible. If the officers were at depict any conceivable symptom of inthe scene for a significant period of toxication. In other words, the freld so-
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briety testing process eliminates masking. Therefore, what is shown are the
true effects, if any, of intoxication.
Ask the officer whether he has ever
arresred someone for DWI and had
them pass a hreath or blood test. It may
surprise yon to learn how often this occurs. Ask the officer whether thosepersons were released. Beaware, however,
that some of these people were later
determined to be on drugs. This drug
use by persons who have passed a
breath test tends to corroborate the
officer's initial determination that the
person wasintoxicafed.However, if you
only ascertain that the officer has arrested several persons who have passed
the breath test, you can effectively argue that the officer has obviously made
mistakes i n the past. You may want to
ask the officer whether he has ever disagreed with another officer about
whether someone wasintoxicated orhas
had another officer disagree with his
opiu~on.If the officers never disagree,
then it is apparent that each police officer is always going to back up the
other officer's call. If the officers have
disagreed with each other, you can easily show how opinions differ and are
subject to a high margin of error.

Statements by Client
It is imperative to he carefully familiar with any statements which your client made at any time in the presence of
any police officer. Yon should file pretrial motions to obtain disclosureof any
oral orwritten statements given by your
client. If the statement was riot recorded,
request a pre-trial bearing to ascertain
precisely what your client said. Frequently, the officers do notrecord your
client's statements verbatim in the police report. Depending upon the given
officer, you may be able to lead the officer to state or use words which arenot
a s incriminating. A good example
would he, "The defendant stated he
drank several drinks before being
stopped," versus'Thedefendant stated
he drank acouple of heers."The simple
fact is the ofticer does not remember
exactly what was said, andis basically
guessing anyway.
You should thoroughly research
whether any of these statements are
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admissible during the trial. Many of
these statements will not'he admissible under the Fifth Amendment and
Aaicle 38.22. Acareful review of Gary

Tkichter's and Stuart Kinard's manuals
on DWI will be helrrful. If at all uossible, keep your client's incriminating
statements out of evidence.
On the other hand, some statements
and questions by your client may he
beneficial. Ihavehadmany trials where
the prosecution attempted to prove my
client was intoxicated because he continnally askedquestions concerning his
rights, the hreath test and the general
procedures. The prosecution's theory
was that a sober person would not have
such an inability to comprehend such
procedures and legal matters. These
procedures do not seem confusing to
lawyersorpoliceofficers,but it islikely
that your client is not a lawyer or a paliceofficer. Furthennore, neither is any
member of the jury. Most reasonable
thinking humans would never understand the statutory warning regardless
af how many times the officer reads it
to them. Logical, coherent questions
concerning the practical ramifications
arguably suggest that your client is capable of rational thinking and understands the significance of his predicament.Furthermore, yourclient'slackof
understanding and unfamiliarity with
the situation can easily be used to convince the jury that he has never before
been in this situation. Proper questioning almg thisline should permit you to
conclusively prove to the jury that this
is a "first offense."

If the officer does not have any
memory of any statements by your client other than what is preserved on the
videotape, the opportunity is wide open
to show that the officer's investigation
was seriously deficient. Assuming the
officer did not ask vour client what or
how much he had to drink, you should
carefully ask him what questions hedid
not ask, and importantly, why not. Any
competent police officer who is investigating a DWI should ask questions,
such as: "How much have you had to
drink% What have you had to drink?;
are
and Where have yon been?"ere
c m i n l y several more questions along
this line that could he asked. If the officer did not ask these, ask him whv he
didn't. This information goes to the
heartof the case. It is the absolute thrust
of a DWI investigat~on.The failure to
ask such questions suggests gross care
lessness oiclear auaihvr~ei&erof these
will look good for the police officer.
Additionally, this carelessnesscan be
clearly shown by simpleanalogies. Ask
the officer whether he has ever been
involvedin theinvestigation of any s e
iious crime, such as a murder. If the
officer were speaking to the suspect in
a murder, would it seem reasonable to
askthesuspect whether heshot thevictim? Would it seem reasonable to ask
the suspect why he shot the victim?
These type of questions go to the heart
of a murder investigation, just exactly
as the previously mentioned questions
go to the heart of a DWI. If the officer
states that your client indicated that he
had a given number of drinks, ask the
officer when your client had those
drinks. If the officer states that he does
not know, ask him why he does not
know. When the officer replies that he
does not know because he did not ask,
ask the officer why it seemed unimportant to know when the client consumed
the alcoholic heverages.There is a significant difference between consuming
five beers within one hour of the time
of driving, as opposed to consuming
five beers over the course of the previous five hours. In the former situation,
the client might he intoxicated. In the
latter, the client clearly is not intoxicated. Emphasize to the jury that this
information is critical, hut the officer
A

.

simply didn't care enough to ask. This
exact scenario can be used with regard
to whether the officer asked yonr client
what he had to drink.

Building Your Client Up
Through Cross-Examination

my

1tis fm belief that your chances
of prevailing at trial will significantly
inipmveif the jury knows and likes your
client. It is my further belief that the
cllent generally should not testify in a
DWI trial. I have seen more "not
gudtys" turned into convictions hased
in no small part upon the very words
from the defendant's month. Very few
DWI defendants are able to sit on the
witness stand and not say or do something that will hurt them with the jury.
However, there are two general exceptions to this rule. The first situation is
where the defendant has a reasonable
likelihood of prevailing on a probable
cause charge to the jury. The second
situation is where there is something
significant and unique about the client,
either mentally or physically, which
cannot be proven through another witness. Unless such a situationexists,your
client should probably utilize his Fifth
Amendment privilege. My other ]ustification for this general rule is simple.
Your client will generally be the last
witue~sto testify. If, at that point in the
trial, the jury already believes beyond
areasonable doubt that your client was
intoxicated, it is unlikely that your client will convince them they are wrong.
There are a number of ways to let
the jury know your client through your
cross-examination and trial presentst~on.Alwaysaddress your client by his
first name, The prosecution will always
de-humanize him by referring to him
as '?)efendant."You should counterthis
by introducing him as a real human
beiug, a citizen like each member of the
jury, who has a name which is "John."
Do not hesitate to ask each officer
whether your client was polite and respectful at all times. Know your client
well enough to know any unique qualihes which he has. These mav be either
melltal or physical.
hypothetieal questions to the off,cer
you
give the officer facts ahout your client,
such as his lack of
and ask

whether this would alter the officer's
conctusion about any given field sobriety test. If you have asympathetic client, you should be able to come up with
anumber of factors which can be demonstrated through these type of hypothetical questions. Ifyour client has any
type of physical deficiency, do not hesitate to brmg this out through such
hypotheticals in front of the jury. You
should explain the purposein doing this
to the client before the trial. I have had
situations where I significantly degraded my client, pointing out each
physical and mental flaw, to the point
that the jury felt sorry for h m or her.
The jury may dislike the lawyer, but
their sympathy for the client will generally result in an acquittal.
Additionally, you need to show the
jury that your client does not have a
prior criminal record. This can easily
be done by asking the officer whether
you did a criminal record search on yonr
client toascertain that he has never b e
fore been arrested.Frequently, prosecutors will attempt to prevent this question by means of a Motion in Limine.
If this situation exists, you should utilize the previausly mentioned lines of
questions co~lcerningyour client's unfamiliarity with the arrest procedures.
You should graphically paint a picture of the arrest scene through your

Most
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vous and intimidated in such a situation. If your client is physically small
relative to the police officers, ask
whether a small individual might be
more intimidated by alarge, armed policeman. It is easy for thejury to relate
to circumstances of a traffic stop. Even
though a juror may never have been
arrested, he or she might easiIy understand how nervous anxiety mlght cause
a sober person to perform in a deficient
manner. The officer has no choice but
to admit that anyoneiu such a situation,
whether guilty or not, would be frightened. If the officer denies this, his credibility will begin to fall.
There are a number of ways to demonstrate what type of person your client is by thecircumstances at the arrest
scene. You should be thoroughly f a m ~ b
iar withthe contentsofyour client's car.
Assuming no alcoholic beverages were
present, ask whether the officer found
any alcohol in the car. If there is anything in the car which might be looked
upon with favor by thejury, ask whether
the officer noted the presence of the
itemin his inventory report. Agood example of this occurred when I repre
sented a seminary student who had a
box ofBibles in the backseat of his car.
There obviously may be a number of
thmgs present in the car which would
suggest that yonr client is a normal, average and likable citizen, just like each
member of thejury.Alittle imagination
will provide numerous ways to allow
thejury to come to know your client. It
willlikely become increasinglydifficult
to convict your client if the jury begins
to feel that they know him personally.
To be sure, the prosecution would never
allow six of your client's best friends
to sit on the jury.

Conclusion

many ti

cross-examination.Ask the o&er how
many police officers were present.
Question the officer with regard to how
any citizen would feel extremely ner-

Thereis almost no limit to the number of ways you can effectively impeach
a police officer in a DWI trial. I hope
that I have been able to provideyou with
a few ideas which have been effective
for me. The prosecution will attempt to
prove that your client is not "normal." I
have never had a client who was "normal." Having tried hundreds of DWI
trials, I don't believe that I know what
"normal" is. Generally, whatever the
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officer concluded was abnormal about
yourclient should heshown to he"normal" for your client, and even if it
wasn't, it was not caused by the iutroduction of alcohol into the body. Your
cross-examination should carefully
scrutinize every aspect of the offker's
observations. If done properly, the result of the officer's investigation should
be "inconclusive" which translates on
a verdict sheet to "NOT GUILTY."
An additional point of common
sense should he considered. 1l is common knowledge that spouses generally
know whether their respective spouse
has consumed as little as one beer. The
average wife can talk to her husband
over the telephone and know whether
he has had anything to drink. The explanation for this is simple. The wife
knows her husband better than any person in the world. This gives her a significant advantage over anyone else in
determining whether he is under the
influence of alcohol. By comparison,
who is the worst judge of whether some
one is intoxicated? Obviously, someone

who does not know the person is the
worst judge of whether that person is
intoxicated. That "worst judge" is the
police officer who arrested yaur client.

I wish you the best of success in the
pursuit ofjustice. Thisis the only "opinion crime" of which I am aware in the
state of Texas. It saddens me to think
how many innocent people are charged

with this crime every day. This is not
because o f maliciousnesson the part of
our police officers, hutresults from apathy, poor training and asiguificant lack
of knowledge about the individual person whom they are evaluating. Many
of these innocent people cannot afford
the luxury of fheir Sixth Amendment
right to a trial. I urge you to diligently
and valiantly fight for those who can.
May the Lord bless yon in your endeavors in an out of the courtcoom.6h

George R. Milne6 III
is a partner UI the DaIIas
firm of Milner, Lobel,
Goranson,
Sorrels,
Uhshenand Wells. He is
also fo~n~erAssistantDi$trict Attorney for Dallas
County. George has written articles concerning
DWI in fhispublimtionanandqoketiaf semiwrssponso~edby
fheDaNasCounty CXminalDefense Lawyrs Assuciatim~andofher
organizations.

TCDLA Announces
New Member Benefit Program
TCDLAis pleased to announce a new member benefit partnership with Martin Howe Associates, Inc. TCDLA has
chosen Martin Howe to provide members wtth a program for low cost credit card processing and quallty service -the
TCDLA Bankcard Program. Through this value-added benefrt. TCDLA members are eligible for wholesale Mastercard
and Visa processing rates and discount fees, making credit card acceptance an affordable option.
Accepting credit cards can have a big impact on your practice. Funds are deposited in the bank of your choice,
greatly improving your cash flow, and billing administration and collection hassles virtually disappear. Credit card
acceptance can make your practice more efficient and cut your overhead by reducing paperwork and unbiilable
activitieswithout sacrificing cllent service. Even your client base can increase as your servlces become affordable to a
whole new range of clients who otherwe could not afford the services without the credit card payment option.

In addition to the specially negotiated pricmg, the TCDLA Bankcard Program offers 24-tiour customer service, with
trained representatives available every day of the year. Equipment support is comprehensive, from emplayee training
to free next business day replacement of defective equipment. Money IS deposited in your
MARTIN
local bank within two business days and supplies are free. TCDLA members can try the
program risk free with the 30 day money back guarantee and the free indiv~dualizedsavings
analysis. Martin Howe will calculate the effective rate you are currently paylng and compare it
to the TCDLA program so you can see the savings before you go on-line.
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For more information on the new TCDLABankcardProgram and your free savings analysis,
contactAnn Rodgersat 8001456-0588 ext. 116 or fax your hqu~ryto 972/733-3350.

Navigate the Texas Penal Code
Quickly and Accurately.
Kinkeade and McColloch's
Texas Penal Code Annotated, 1997 Edition

.Full text of the Texas Penal Code and related provisions.
.Authoritative discussion of leading opinions interpreting
nearly ever section of the Code.
.Practice commentaries that cover vital information.
.Quick Reference Table of Punishment Ranges and
Standard Value Ladder for Offenses Against Property.

For more information,
call 1-800-344-5009.
Please provide OFFER NUMBER 789266 when you call.
www.westgroup.com
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Effective Direct Examination of
Expert Witnesses
BY
Scott J. Atlas and Robert S. Field
October 16 through 18, CDLP sponsored a Forensics and Habeas Skills
Course in San Antonio. This was a comprehensive seminar with first-rate
speakers from Texas and around the
country. Thefollowingpape~reprinted
with permission of the authors Scott
Atlas and Rob Field of Vinson & Elkins,
represents the level of material presented at the seminar: The full course
notebook, covering topics from Evidence Shaping (by DI:
Kevin Balhrd)
to Cross-Examination of Expert Witnesses (by Gerald Goldstein), is now
available at the TCDLA office for
$108.25.

Introduction of the Expert
Witness to the Jury

Under an alternative approach, the
examiner presents the opinions to the
The examiner should start a direct jury immediately after the introduction
examination with a series of queslious of the witness. Lubet observes that,
designed to tell the jury why theexam- "The technical requirements of presentiner has calledthe expert in the particu- ing expert testimony often result in a
larcase? Under one approach, the ques- considerable time gap between the intions will tell the jury the subject mat- troduction of the witness and the subter of the expert's opinion without tell- stantive high points of her testimony.
ing the jury what the expert's opinion Thus is it generally desirable to force
actually is. The jury will understand the out the expert's opinion at the very onreason why the expert is testifying once set of the examination."'
they know the subject matter of the
Examination of the Expert's
expert's opinion.
The following exampleuses this ap- Credentials
proach:
The expel t witness will often have
an extensive list of publications and
Introduction
Q: Doctor, would you briefly inlro- professional honors. The challengeis to
duce yourself to the jury.
The paper discusses techniques for
select those credent~alsof the expert
conducting the direct examination of A: Certainly. I am Joe Smith, and I am witness that directly relate to the testia psychiatrist here in town.
an expert witness. Section I1 suggests
mony of the witness. Andrew J.
techniques for the effective direct ex- Q: Doctor, do you practice in any par- McElaney, Jr. notes that lawyers should
ticular branch or specialized field "[e1mphasize thosecredentials that sugamination of an expert witness. Using
of psychiatry?
the recommendations made in Section
gest why the jury should rely on this
11,Section 111analyzes an actual direct A: Yes, I specialize in psychotic he- expert in this case.''s Steven Luhet ohhavior.
exammation of a psychologist that ocserves:
cuffed in a capital murder case.
Q: Doctor, before we go any further,
"[Aln expert's cred~bilitycan he
did you - in your work as a psy- greatly enhanced by singling out qualichiatrist - examine the defendant, fications that relate specifically to the
Conductine the Direct
Mr.
Tom Jones?
particular case. Thus, it would be imExamination of an Expert
A: Yes, I did.
portant to point outthat the witness has
Witness
Q: Have you been able to makeapro- published seve~alarticles directly relLength of Examination
fessional determination about Mr. evant to the issues in the case. It would
The examiner must keep the jury's
Jones's condition?
be Less useful to take the witness
attention toconduct aneffectivedirect A: Yes, I have.
through a long list of extraneous arexarmnation. Thus, the direct exami- Q: Before1 ask you about your evalu- ticles, even if they appeared in prestination should be relatively short. Mark
ation of Mr. Jones, Doctor, weneed gious journals. Other case-specific
Wawro notes: "You need to get your
to talkforafewminutes about your qualificationsmay includedirect expeexpert through direct examination in
professional training in this area.) rience, consulting work, or teaching that
about 2 hours, at the outside-fastet if
is connected to an issue iu the case."6
you can."

-

Lubet explains that "persuasive pressive than academic backgr~und.'~
Under these observations, the examqualificationis particularlyimportantin An examiner might benefit fromfocus- iner faces the following situation. The
cases involving competing experts, ing on the number of autopsies pep expert might have a lifetime of training
since their relative qualifications may formed, for example, rather than the in a difficult subject. Members of the
be one basis on which the judge orjury extensivepublicationslist of the expert. jury, on the other hand, will probably
will decide which expert to belie~e."~
The lawyer should also emphasize have no formal training at all in the
The examinercan best communicate any areas of qualification in which the same subject. The examiner may have
the credentials of the expert witness to opposing expert lacks experien~e.'~ spent dozens or even hundreds of hours
the jury by drawing out the credentials
Once theexaminer has examined the learning the subject. There is thus an
bit by bit. The examiner should avoid expert's credentials, the issue arises education gap between the examiner
questions that ask for the expert to give whether the examiner should move for and the expert, the expert and the ju~y,
a narrative of the expert's professional a ruling that the wimess is qualified as and the examiner and the jury.
an expert. There are two advantages to
The examiner bas to bridge this eduaccomplishments.
Lawyers can avoid some of the te- moving for a ruling that the expert wit- cation gap in order to communicateindium of extensive direct examination on ness is qualified as an expert. First, the formation to the jury. However, the excredentials by offering the curriculum motion forces the opposing lawyer to aminer cannot set the expert free to
vitae or resume of the expert in evi- object at that time, rather than object- teach the jury. The examiner must use
dence. Once th~sis done, the examiner ing when the expert witness is actually the tool of direct examination. Unforcan then proceed to ask the witness offering the opinion.I6 Second, if the tunately, di~ectexamination is not deleading questious that summarize cre- judgegrants the motion, theexpert wit- signed to teach technical information.
dentials contained in the curriculum ness appears to have the approvalof the It is designed to produce a reliable acvitae or resume? For example, an ex- judge." For these reasons, the examiner count of events.
aminermight ask, "Have you identified
In designing a particular direct exon your resume each of the ten articles
amination, the examiner must rememyou have written in the field of acciher afundamental limitation: it is diffident reconst~ction?"~
cult to educate lay persons about techSeveral commentators warn of the
nical subject matter using direct exam]"stipulation trap."1° The examiner
nation. The difficulty does not result
should not stipulate to the expert's crefrom any lack of intelligent jurors, but
dentials. Instead, the examiner should
from thecourtroam setting in wh~chthe
select thosecredentials of theexpert that
education must occur.
relate to a particular case and use those
During direct examitlation, the excredentials in direct examination to holaminer must avoid the temptation of
ster the credibility of the witness."
immersing he~selfin the intellectual
During examination of the expert
challeugepresented by the expert's subwitness's credentials, the examiner
ject. Theexaminer should not forget the
should draw out the prior testifying exfundamental limitation on communicatpelience of the expert. The examiner
ing technical information in the courtshould, if possible, defuse any attack
room. To be effective, the examiner
that the expert is a professional witness
must draw out information that thejury
or consistently a witt~essfor a particuwill understand given the inadequate
lar type of party.y."
education they will receive.
If the expert witness will give sev- shouldconsidermoving for a ruling that
Mark Wawm observes:
eral opinions, the examiner should con- the witness is qualified as an expert.
"When we ask jurors to decide
sider asking the expert witness about
cases that involve expert evidence,
only those credentials that are relevant Examining the Opinions of
we.. . shouldrecognize that they will
to the opinion that the examiner and the the Witness
not conduct anything like scientific
expert witness are about to discuss." In
peer review. Rather than decidiug
this scenario, the examiner woulddraw Communicating technical
whose science is right, they pick
out credentials each time the examiner informatiori to the jury
which expert they believe-and that
Theexaminermust communicate the is a different deeision."18
moves from one opinion of the expert
to another. Obviously, this technique opinions of the expert witness to the
Wawro suggests that there is a limit
will only succeed where the expert has jury. The examiner faces two strict chal- to the level of critical analysis the jury
different sets of credentials that are rcl- lenges: 1) holding the jury's attention will perform and that thelawyer should
during the presentation of technical in- emphasize credibility factors like the
evant to different opinions.
In evaluating credentials, ajury will formation; 2) explaining technical in- consistency of the expert's positions,
often find actual experience more im- formation to the jury.
rather than the techn~caldetails of the

expert's assumptions. Lubet agrees:
edinot he the
'The prevailing expert will
one with the greatest mastery of the
details, but rather the one who most
successfully conveys the pmferahility
of her the~ry."'~
While the view that cr bility is all
that counts might he too narrow, credibility is certainly important. Thus, the
fundamentallimitation on communicating technical information to the jury
requires the examiner to draw out information that establishes the credibility of the expert, as well as information
that the jury understands.

ence of these bruises using the medically more precise term-contusionsthen the direct examination will lose
some of its effectiveness. Jurors unfamiliar with the term "contusion" will
be unsure exactly what the examiner
and the witness are discussing and will
have difficulty understanding the tstimony as a result. The examiner must
prepare the witness to avoid the use of
terms like "contusion" whenever possible and, at a minimum, must prepare.
the witness to give an intelligible definition of technieal terms when they are
used.

precise location of the bruises, the examiner could ask, "So the bruises are
grouped together?"

Use hypothetical questions

The examiner can use hypothetical
questions to draw out the reasons for
the expert's opinion. Hypothetical questions permit the examiner to summarize
the material facts for the jury before
closing argumeut?'The examiner must
carefully draft the hypothetical quations. Poorly drafted hypotheticalquestions produce the following problems:
1) if the question is too long, the question might confuse the jury; 2) if the
facts underlying the hypothetical quesAvoid narrative questions
Techniques for effective
Long, narrative answersby a witness tion are contested, the question might
examination of the opinions
giverise to an objection; and 3) apoorly
are hard to follow and hard to digest.'O
drafted question could give opposing
of the expert witness
Lubet explains:
Anyone who has ever sat through a counsel the opportunity to turn the hyCertain techniquesincrease the likelihood that the jury will concentrateon, long lecture or speech should under- pothetical question against thelawyer?
understand and believe the opinion of stand how difficult it is to pay attention
Use infernalsummaries
to a speaker for an extended period of
the expert witness:
In moving through each step of an
time. This is particularly true of expert
-use plain language,
expert's opinion, the examiner should
avoid asking questions that call for testimony, which often concentrates on
use internal summaries to explain how
complex or intricate details. Allowing
long, nrurative answers,
theexpert got to that step, why that step
*useleading questions to refocus the an expert to testify in a long, unbroken
is important and where the expert is
stretch invites juror inattenti~n.~~
jury,
going next?' Nofe that leading ques*usehypothetical questions,
tions offer an effective way of conductUse leading questions
-use internal summaries,
ing an internal summary: "So you're
When
the
examiner
and
the
witness
-use visual aids,
are discussing especially complex in- saying that the bruises are grouped to.use enumeration
formation,
the examiner can use lead- gether and that this grouping could not
sportray the witness as a teacher,
ing
questions
to hold the jury's atten- have been caused by the alleged murexamine the opinion before examtionn
For
example,
while the witness der weapon?"
ming the reasons for the opinion,
and
the
medical
expert
are discussing
avoid the use of unnecessary quatiUse visual aids
the
reasons
why
the
instrument
that
fiers,
We process ideas more efficiently
examine flaws in the theory of the struck the victim could not have been when wereceive theinformation by sithe alleged murder weapon, the examopposing expert,
multaneously hearing and seeing the
iner
might ask questions such as, "So
move quickly,
inf~rmation?~
Consequently, visual aids
defuse inevitable attacks on the you're saying it conldnot have been this offer an excellent way to both hold the
hammer?" Aftera long discussionof the
expert's opinions, and
jury's attention and increase their comclose the direct examination with a
prehension of the expert's testimony.
powerful restatement of the expert's
Given the value of visual aids, the exopinions.
aminer should carefully select the layout tomost effectively communicate the
Use plain language
subject matter.
The examiner should direct the expert witness away fmm the use of techUse enumeration
nical terms, and to the extent technical
Juries often pay closer attentlon to
information presented in numbered
terms are necessary, the examiner must
IistsPAdditionally, the use of enumcramake sure to explain these terms in
tlon forces the examiner to carefully
words that the jury can understand.
organize the presentation and to break
For example, a doctor might testify
the examination into several smaller
that bruises on the victim could nothave
parts that the jury can more e a d y probeen caused by the alleged murder
cess.
If
thedoctor
describes
the
presweapon.
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Portray the witness as a
teacher
The examiner should make the witness take the role of a teacher?' The
examiner can use questions that include
words like "teach," "tell," "explain,"
"help us understand," "help us learn,"
"educateosaboul," "demonstrate,""'interpret." and "untangle or d~cipher.'"~
If the examiner creates a relationship
between the expert and the jury such as
the relationship of teacher-student, the
examiner will prolong the jury's attention span and increase their willingness
to try to understand difficult concepts.
Additionally, an expert that resembles
a teacher is believable.

Examine the expert's opinion
before examining the reasons
for the opinion
The examiner should examine the
opinion of the expert witness before
examining the reasonsfor this opinion."
By providing the opinion first, the witness communicates to the jury the significance of the details to follow." Until the jury knows the expert's opinion,
the work that the expert did and the
theory of the expert will not have as
much meaning to the jury.
Continuing the murder weapon and
bruised victim example, the jury will
not understand the significance of the
pattern of bruises on the victim until it
knows theexpert's opinion that thevicrim was not killed by the alleged murder weapon. To keep the jurors' attention and increase their comprehension,
the examiner must give the jury an incentive to process the expert's testimony. If the expert has explained the
significance of the testimony in advance, then thejury willmorelikely listen and attempt to understand the testimony that follows.

Avoid the use of unnecessary
qualifiers
The examiner should advise the expert witness to avoid the use of unnecessary qualifiers. Rather than saying,
"As far as I can tell, it seems to me that
the alleged murder weapon did not
cause the victim's death;" the expert
should say, "As a result of my study, I

have concluded that the alleged murder weapon could not have caused the
victim's death." The idea is to remove
not all qualifiers, but only unhecessary
qualifiersthat theexpert witness inserts
unintentionally."

important opinions of the expert witness." This technique reinforces the
most important part of the expert's testimony when the jury is most likely to
retain information at the end of the
examination.

-

Examine flaws in the opposing
expert's theory

Using Direct Examination to
Admit Otherwise
In presenting the reasons for the
Inadmissible
Evidence
expert's opinions, the examiner should

request an explanation of why the expert disagrees with any expert in the
case who has reached a contradictory
con~lnsion?~Thejury
will often assign
more credibility to the attack of an expert witness than to the attack of a lawyer with no training in the subject matter.'"

Move quickly
The examiner should move quickly
through theexamination of theexpert's
opinions and the reasons for those opini o n ~ ?The
~ examiner should draw out
just enough information about the underlying work to permit the jury to understand the conclusions.16
In deciding on the length of an examination, the examiner should consider the fact that judges might require
more information than juries.37

There is support for the theory that
the examiner can use direct examination of the expert to admit information
that would be otherwise inadmissible.
Steven Lubet explains:
"[Florensic pathologists regularly
rely on toxicology reports in determining the cause of death. Under the Federal Rules of Evidence, a pathologist
could presumably reach an opinion
based on such a written report, even if
it would be hearsay if offered at trial.
The question, however, is whether the
expert, having accepted the report, may
also testify as to its contents.'""
The majority view is that an expert
may explain the basis of his or her opinion, even if this involves therelation of
otherwise inadmissible e~idence.~'.
Thus, the pathologist in the above hypothetical could testify to the contents
of the toxicology report."

Defuse inevitable challenges to
fhe expert's opinion
The Value of Expert Reports

The examiner should also use direct
The examiner should always conexamination to defuse the attacks that sider having the expert prepare a report
the opponent will inevitably make on of her opinions and the reasons for these
cross-examination. In selecting the opinions. The report gives the expert
matters against which to defend, the opinion an air of credlbility?' The relawyer should locate the issues on port also permits the examiner to
which the opponent will be able to at- present the jury with the conclusionsin
tack in a way that the jury will easily written form, where the jury is more
understand?Thus, evenif other experts likely to retain the information." The
might find that the testifying expert was report also permits the examiner to
weak on a particular issue, if the jury shorten the time needed for direct exwill not understand the reasons for this amination since the examiner can refer
weakness, then the examiner will want thejury to the report for amore detailed
to avoid this issue on direct examiua- explanationP5
tion.

THE DIRECT
EXAMINATION OF
ELIZABETH LOFTUS
The direct examination of theexpert Background

Close the examination with a
powerful restatement of the
expert's opinions

witnessshould almost always conclude
with apowerful restatement of the most

Houston police officer J. D. Harris
was shot and killedin July 1982. At the
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time he was shot, Harris had asked two
Hispanic males to approach his police
car and place their hands on the hood.
One of the men was tall with long
hair and was wearing alight green shirt.
His name was Ricardo Aldape Guerra
("Aldape"). The other man was short,
with short hair and a purple shirt. He
went by the alias Roberto Carrasco
Flores ("Carrasco").
Both men approached Harris's car.
Oneman puthis hands on the hood. The
other man circled the driver's side of
the car, pulled a gun and shot Harris
several times in the head.
Both men then fled the scene shooting guns. The sameguu that killed Har-

after a lineup at dawn of thl following
day, a new set of witness statements
appeared. In these new statements, several witnesses identified Aldape as the
shooter of Harris.
Aldape was prosecuted for the capital murder of Harris. At trial, six eyewitnesses testified that they sawAldape
shoot Harris. Aldape was convicted and
sentenced to die.
After exhausting his statecourtremedies, Aldape filed apetition for habeas
corpus relief in federal district court.
Aldape alleged that the State of Texas
had violated his federal constitutional
rights by engaging in police and
prosecutorial misconduct that tainted
the memory of the eyewitnesses concerning the identity of the shooter of
Officer Harris.
Specifically,Aldapeallegedthatpolice and prosecutors had engaged in
misconduct including the following:
.parading Aldape, wearing
handcuffs and paper sacks on
his hands, in front of the witnesses at the police station,

ris was nsed to kill a bystander named
Jose Armijo, Sr.
Police found Carrasco hiding in the
garage of a neighborhood house. When
cornered, Canasco came out shooting,
almost killing another officer. Carrasco
was killed shortly afterward in a
shootout with police. Police found
Harris's revolver tucked inside
Carrasco's waist band. Police also
found the gun nsed to kill Harris and
Armijo, Sr. in Carrasco's hands.
There were several eyewitnesses to
the murder of Harris and Armijo, Sr. In
the initial witness statements, every
witness to the shooting identified
Canasco as the shooter of Harris, or
identified acomposlte of the two men.
None of the original witnessstatements
unequivocally identified Aldape as the
shooter of Harris.
However, after the witnesses had
spent the night at the police station, and

clearly revealing to the
witnesses that the police expected them to identifyAldape
as the shooter, threatening
them witharrest and other dire
consequences unless they testified accordingly, and refusing to include exonerating information in witness statements;
conducting a pretrial reenactment of the crime a t
which groups of witn&ses
were permitted to compare
storiesin order to eliminateinconsistencies in their testimony and at which witnesses
offering information that exoneratedAldapewere ignored
or chastised,
distorting witnesses'
memories at a prefrial weekend meeting where prosecutors repeatedly insisted that
Aldape was the shooter, even
to the point of trying to per-

suade witnesses who recalled
events differently that their
recollections were wrangindeed, telling at least one witness that it was too late to
modify her sworn statement
and convincing another witness to remove exculpatory
content from his testimony,
and
using mannequins in pretrial rehearsals and at trial to
"remind" witnesses that
Carrasco was dead and that
Aldape was the shooter.
United StntesDistrictJudge Kenneth
Hoyt granted an e~identiaryhearin~.
Aldape's attorneys decided to call
Elizabeth Loftus to testify at the evidentiary hearing. Loftus, a professor of
psychology at the university of Washington, specialiw in research on human memory.
Loftus testified to a critical issue in
thecase. Aldapeclaimed that the state's
misconduct had altered the memories
of the eyewitnesses. To prove this,
Aldape would prove that the misconduct occurred and that the statements
of the witnesses had changed. But
Aldape needed someone to explain how
the misconductcaused the changein the
memories of the witnesses.
Loftus had done extensive research
on the issue of the change in memory
that results from "post-event suggestion." Basically, if an eyewitness to an
event comes into contact with mformation after the event that suggests that
the event occurred in acettain way, then
the information may change the
memory of the witness, causing the
witness to have a false memory.
Consider the example of a car crash
in an intersection with no stop signs.
The event is the crash. The post-event
suggestion is the comment by a bystander to theeyewitness that thedriver
of one of the cars ran a stop sign. The
false memory is the memory oftheeyewitness that the driver ran a stop sign.
Loftus's research showed that postevent suggestion correlates strongly
with false memories. Aldape's theory
fit well within this research. The event

was the shooting of Harris. The postevent suggestion was the conduct of
police and prosecutorsdescribed above.
All of this conduct suggested that
Aldape was the shooter of Harris. The
false memory was the memory that
Aldape was the shooter.
Aldape's attorneys faced the challenge of convincing the factfinder,
Judge Hoyt, that Loftus's theory explained how the police misconduct
changed the witnesses' memories concerning the identity of the shooter of
Harris.

Analysis of the Direct
Examination of Elizabeth
Loftus
Judge Thomas Gee conducted the
direct examination of Loftus. (The entire text of the direct examination is
attached as Appendix A to the article,
which is available at the TCDLA
office.)
After a hiief introduction, JudgeGee
examined LoAus's ~redentials.~~
Judge
Gee kept the examination of credentials
short, and he focused on Loftus's relevant research experience?' For example, rather than askLoftus to list all
of her memberships in professional organizations, be said, "Give us a few
examples, if you ~ o u l d . " ~
Judge Gee then moved to Loftus's
research specialty-research on
mem0ry.4~
Judge Gee examined the extent of bermsearchand then introduced
Loftus's resume in evidence?@
With this
maneuver,Judge Gee elevatedLoftus's
credibility by establishingthe extent of
her research, hut did not dwell unnecessanly.
Judge Gee moved briskly to thesubstance of Loftus's opinion. Here, Judge
Gee asked a series of deft questions
designed to establish the reliability of
Loftus's research. For example, he
asked Loftus whether the psychological profession had completed enough
research on memory to have confidence
in their research methods." Using these
questions, Judge Gee subtly addressed
the concern that psychology is a soft
science and is not reliable.
Judge Gee then gave Loftus the opportunity to describe herresearch in the

area of memory. To describe her research, Loftus used a visual aid, drawing her testimony on a pad of paper."
This technique reinforced her credibility by making her look like a teacher.
The use of a pen and paper also enhanced thejudge's ability to understand
her testimony by communicating the
information both orally and in writing.
Loftus gave a very concise explanation of her researchmethod and the experimental result^.'^ At the end of this
explanation, Judge Gee addressed the
fact that Loftus had testified over 200
times in criminal cases, but had never
given testimony in court for the prosecution? Judge Geeexamined this subject when Loftos was at the height of
her credibility, pen in hand, explaining
the years of research that she had conducted on the vulnerability of human
memory. This technique effectively
minimized a fact that the prosection
could certainly have used to attack
LoRus's credibility on cross-examination.
Judge Gee then revisited Loftus's
research, asking her to explain her
theory of the way human memory
works?5 During the examination of
LoRus's theory, Judge Gee continually
intempted narrative answers with questions to refocus the judge's attention.
For example, as Loftus's testimony was

growing complex, Judge Gee asked,
"Are there stages in mem~ry?"'~
This question effectively broke
Loftus's testimony into bits that the
judge could mote easily process. Judge
Gee used the technique again, asking

Loftus about a particular stage of
memory."
Atthis point, Loftus asked permision
to use the pad and paper, and the judge
commented, "Apparently you have
been a teacher before.'"' There could
be no better tribute to Judge Gee's direct examination. At this point, in the
middle of the technical details, the judge
looked to Loftus a8 a teacher, exactly
the image an examiner tries to create.
Even if the judge or jury does not understandloftus'sresearch,if they think
of her as a teacher then her opinions will
be credible, and the examiner will have
accomplished amajor success.
The direct examination continued
with Judge Gee asking questions like
an eager student, breaking Professor
Loftus's testimony into manageable
bi1s.5~
Loflu%deliveredmuch of her testimony off the stand, working with the
pad of paper, just as a teacher would in
a classroom.'
Judge Gee also used leading questions to perform an internal summary.
For example, the following exchange
occurred:

I can recap what we
have covered so far. That memory is
malleable; itis easily addedto, tnlasformed or contaminated. Am I right
so far?
A. Yes.
Q: That false memory get[s] created
when you have post-event suggestions?
A: Yes.
Q: And that a person can b e very detailed and confident about memory,
but that that confidence does not necessarily reflect that they are accurate
memories?
A: That's correct. All of those are well
supported by psychological resear~h.~'

Q: Let me see if

These questions neatly summarized
Loftus's theory. Even if the judge did
not understand all of the technical d e
tails, the judge could easily understand
this summary. Additionally, the summaty drew the attention of the judge and
interested him in the line of questions
to follow.
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'Steven Lubet, Expert Tesfimony, 17 Am. J.
Judge Gee then examined the application of Loftus's theory to the facts of TRWADMC.399,406 (1994).
Andiew J. McElaney, Jr., PractrcnlAspts
the case ofAldape. Hecontinued to use ofPresenringmidExc1uding~ertEVidcn426
the teohnique of breaking the narrative ABAWioter Brief 40.40 (1997).
Lubet,s~p~lnoteZ.at
180.
into manageable hits. Loftus taught the
' Lubet, supra note4, at 408.
judge how thestate's misconduct could
MeElaney, supra note 5, at 40.
9 Id
have created false memoriesin theeye
"See. en..Wawm. supra note I. at 32; W.
witnesses.62
B~entWllwx. Plaifififf's
&Dens: find in^. PreAt the end of her examination, paringand~resentingan&er~
W1nesa.i UTAH
Loftus testified as follows:
B.J. 38,40 (1995).
"See Wawro, supra note 1, at 32.
"The entire phenomenon is some"See id.
thing wecall 'the hindsight bias.' where
''MMCEUUNEY, supra note 2, at 487.
we find something out, namely, a shin
"Lubet. supranote2 at 180.
1s rd
is green that aperson was wearing, and
"Lube, supra note4. at 409.
may have a tendency to think we would
"Id.
have knownit all along. So, it's some"See Wawm, supra note 1, at 31.
thing that happens to people who aren't
l9 Lubel, supmnote 4, at 406.
'O Lubet, supm note2, at 188.
attempting to be deceptive, who are try"Id. at 189.
ing to tell the truth, hut it's a natural
McElaney, supra note 5, at 42. MeEIaney
by-product of themalleahlernem~ry."~~also notes:"Many judges will permit fleading
This testimony provided a perfect questions] because it is perfectly clear to them
that you are simply attempting to be &ah that
conclusion. It reminded the judge of the
jury understands the primav focus o f this
Loftus's theory and how it applied in witness's twtimony." Id.
"LawrenceL Zweifach The Direct Exornithis case, and it was spontaneous. Judge
Gee paused for amoment, then passed natiort ofthe Expert Win~ess.4 7 3 L m o m o ~ m
A D M I N I ~P ~ ~~ n*rComsa
~c e~ E Hdrmsw~Sethe witness.
rues 85. 110 (1993).

Conclusion

Robert Fteld i s a n
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from the University of
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'6 MCELmmr, supra note 2. at 588.
"Lubet. supm nate4, at 423.
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of dte Pro Bono College, State Bar
" Id
of Texas.
'Lubet. supra note 4, at 412.
" Id
" Id at 423.

The trial setting imposes a fundamental limitation on the lawyer trying
to communicate technical infonnation
to a jury. The lawyer faces two ohstacles: 1) the expert, the lawyer and
the jury all have different levels of education on the subject matter; 2) thelawyer must usedirectexaminationtocam"See Wawro.supra note 1, at 33
municate technical infonnation.
%Id.
The techniques and analysis pro" Id
vided above are designed to assist the
lawyer in this difficult task. If the lawyer bears in mind the importanceof the
credibility of theexpert witness, and the
"See Wawm, sapm note 1. at 34.
limitations created by theeducation gap
* Id
and by direct examination itself, the
.lawyer will design amore effective di'd 1993 Federal Habeas Evidentiary Hearing
rect examination and will morepersua- Statement o f Facts vol. 4.21 93-95.
" Id
sively advocate the desiredposition as
' V d at 93.
a resu1t.h
"Id. at 94

' Mark L. Wawro, Effecttve Ptdsetmticvt of
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'Id at 95.
s' Id

"Id. at 96.
Experts, I9 Lmo 31.32 (1993).
Id. at 97.
' JAMES W.M ~ H A N EMCE*HI)NEY'STIU*L
Y,
*Id at 97-98.
N m s o m 486 (3d ed 1794);STWENLusm.
" I d at 98.
MODERN TRIAL
ADVOCACY 177 (1993);Warn,
"Id. at 99.
supra note 1. at 32.
"Id
'Theexample was adapted from an example
"Id.
provrded by Professor McElhaney. See
"Id. .$t 99-101
MCELHAEY, supre note 2. at 486.
"Id at 103.
"Id. at 103.04.
"Id. at 106-15.
<'Id. at 114-15.
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Bradley G. Urrutia
Austin

Delores Abalos
Waxahachie

Richard Lee Daniels
Houston

Leslie Halasz
Austin

Kenda Culpepper
Dallas

Robert G. Coltzer
Galveston

Robin Norris
Austin

Leigh Taylor Logan
Dallas

Shirley P. Napier
Galveston

Rogelio Munoz
Uvalde

A1 Gilbertson
Dallas

Glen R. Peterson
Mew Braunfels

R. Scott Ferguson
Big Spring

Michael A. John
Dallas

Barbara L. Hughes
San Antonio

Kimberly R. Griffin
The Colony

Michelle Poblenz
Dallas

Oscar Joseph Kazan
San Antonio

Daucie Shefman
Houston

Margaret Jones-Johnson
Dallas

Ray Gattinell
San Antonio

Milton Henderson
Houston

Kenneth W. Mullen
Fort Worth

Anita O'Rouke
Rockport

Lacey Mullowney
Austin

William Joseph Edmonds
Fort Worth

Lance G. Duke
Corpus Christi

Robert Michael Thomas
Dallas

James J. Elliott
Stephenville

Gary T. Cornwell
Spicewood

Ronald C. Green
Houston

Dave Howard
Killeen

Francelia Garcia
Austin

K.S. "Gator" Dunn
Huntsville
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Please consider a memorial gift to TCDLEl in the name of these or other TCDLA members. Since TCDLEl is a 5Ol(c)(3)
organization, your gift is tax-deductible.Send your donation to the TCDLA office, 600 W. 13th St., Austin, TX 78701.

When we first introduced
the TCDLA Discounted
Long Distance Program,
we knew some of you
would be skeptical.
Well, the doubts of many
TCDLA members have
been erased. They're the
ones who have already
signed up for the TCDLA
Discounted Long
Distance Telephone
Program, administered. by
\
UWI.

34
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Through group volume
and buying power, this
program enables members to select the exceptional quality and reliability of one of the fop
carriers in the worldincluding AT&T and
MCI--and still cut their
long distance phone bill
by up to 48%.
If your company would
like to find out m o k
about the program,

contact UWI today. Their
representatives will give
you a free written comparative analysis of your
phone usage.
It's not too late to join
other TCDLA members
and reduce your company's overhead immediately through the TCDLA
Discounted Long
Distance Program. Call
UWI at 800-342-9287.

defense attorney, you want the best tools available to advance Your client's
s a criminal
F~~
more
than three decades, Paul McCluWrs books have provided the most
case.
comprehensive and authoritative pattern jury charges and analysis of criminal law. ~ h e s e
practical research toola and our new case digest will streamlineyour trial
preparation
and
charaes.
orocedure
improve your ability to make quick decisions in the courtroom uslng: YUI
& analvsis, and case summaries.

A

r

JUrV Charaes

-,--.

1997-1998 Edition

Paul J. McClung, W. Scott Carpenter

"Absolutely
essential if
you practice
criminal law"

Referred lo as the "Blbfe,=McClung's Texas Criminal Jury
. Charaes
- is the most comoiete and
aulhor laiwc set 01 .ury cha~gesava laoe. Reg-arty uled ry luages, h!.lcCl.ngs n m &rs j.ry
charges. .ndclmenls, inlorloalons, p,n shments ano ned casvloJse lorms 0 sds at one ow ori:e.
Order McClung'sTexas Criminal Jury Charges and receive ~ R E more
E
than 4W forms on d ~ k ,
(previously soid separately for $80).

$99' 550 PAGES, SOFTBOUNDJWO FORMS DISKS.

McClung 'S
Procedure &

Texas Crimlnal

--

"The most
valuable book
in my 1ibrary.
without it. "

1997-1998 Edition
Paul J. McClung, Mark G. Daniel, Robert K. Gill
The most wmprehensive and respected criminal pracactice guide in Texas. The latest revision includes
up4o.date statutes. cases and citations to help you prepare for and win every trial. In me authorilatiwe
reference, you'll find in-depth practice advice on wnslitulional rights, documentary evidence, impeachment
techniques, punishment and much more.

$89.98* 550 PAGES, SOFTBOUND

-MichaelHelskell, FartWorth

O-a
-

-

1

-

T

~ b ~ ~ u ~ n r a Texas
n's

Criminal Law Digest

rrhr~B
Y W L W S
~~~

- -

E X A S

CRIMINA L

LAW DIGEST

Case summaries

"The summaries
are the best
I've seen. "
-Jan Hemphill. Dallas

1997-Is98
;

annualiy updated book which organizes summaries of every signifcan1criminal case since 1994.
Care classificationnumbers help you find related opinions without spending hours researching cases.
Indudes Courts of Appeals and Courl of Criminal Appeals cases.

$79.98' 550 PAGES, SOFTBOUND -~

Please use code 357 when ordl
PUBLISHING

'Piur&iwhpand b

TCDLA Has a Successful Professional
liability Insurance Program for Its Members.
Through the joint efforts of TcDM, m.
and

Policy H i g h l i g h t s

National Casualty Insurance Company

T

Easy to read policy

(Rated A+15 by A.M. Best), TCDLA Members

T

Unlimited prior acts coverage available

have access to outstanding coverage at

T

Covers all legal and notary services

highly competitive rates.

T

Up to $5,000 may be paid annually with no
deductible for defense of disciplinary

Today you can obtain numerous quotes for

proceedings

professional liability insurance. Make sure

T

Innocent insured protection

one of these quotes is from your association

T

Duty to defend policy

sponsored program.

T

Annual Agregate Deductible

T

Insured's consent required to settle claims

TCDLA has recognized fluctuating trends in

30-day free "Extended Reporting Period" with

this area and is working hard to stabilize

options to 60 months

premiums for many years to come.
For information please reply to:

800 Interchange Blvd., Suite 101
Austtn. Texas 78721
Phone: 512/389-0623

Fax: 512/385-9632

TCDIA Publications

Reg. Price

TCDLA State Forms Diskette
Q l8M - Wordperfect 5.1, 3.5"
Q IBM - Word 97, 3.5"
Q Mac - WordPerfect 2.0, 3.5"

Q TCDIA DWl Super Star Course Book, February, 1996

Sale Price

,,m,Lw,

$81 18

CDLP DWl Skills Course, December, 1995

aTCDLA Cross-Dcamlnation Manual. March 1996

$108.25

Q TCDLA Rusty Duncan Advanced Crimlnai Law Short Course, June 1997

$189.44

$54.13

Q TCDIA Defending Child Abuse Cases Seminar Materials, March 1997
TCDLA Defend~ngCh~ldAbuse Forms

Q IBM - Word 97, 3 5"

TCDLA members
non - members

0 Mac - Wordperfect 2 0, 3 5'
a v o i c e for the Defense - I

yr. nonmember subscription

$27 06
$54.12
$75 00

CDLP Publications
Q CDLP 1996 Capital Murder Manual (suppiles Ihted)

$54 13

$27 06

$81.18

Q CDLP 1997 Capital Murder Manual (by Steven Losch)
Court appolntment

Q CDLP Capital Murder Course Materials

Q CDLP Capital Habeas Materials (supply limited)
CDLP Criminal Practice Materials (1994 Edition - 2 volume set)

SKlLLS COURSE BOOKS
$32 48

C ) College April 9 7

$32.48

CI San Antonio, Oct '97

Q S Padre Oct '96
Island
C ) Lubbock, Dec '96

$32 48

Stahon
Longwew, May '97

$81.18

C;)Fort Worth, Sept . '97 $8 1 18

$32.48

Q Waco, July '97

$81. 18

Q El Paso, Jan. '97

$32.48

Q Houston, Aug. '97

$81.18

QSan Antonio, Oct '97 $10825
Forensics & Habeas
Skills Course

Q Midland, May '96

Please add an additional $7.50 ($9.00 for the Rusty Duncan Course Book) per order t o defray sh~ppingcosts
Sales tax (8.25%) IS INCLUDED in the sales price. All matenais wll be ma~ledfirst class unless othetwse
spec~fied
C) Amencan Express
Visa
Q Master Card
Name

Phone

I Authorized Signature
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?Sex
.
Offender Treatment
" i s a Recognized Specialty in Texas!'
p
.
&peprovide:
,.
.

...

.,.

, .
~..,,

,

i-*.

Sex offender profile determinations

DECEMBER
JANlFEB
MARCH

~~

. .
~.
~

. ,
. ,~.
~

~ x p e nwitness testimony
Substa~iceabuse, addiclionldependency
assessments

12-8-97
2-8-98
3-8-98

Articlelfeature deadlines for consideration are
seven weeks prior to publication date.
E,g., articles for TheJanuaryIFebruary issue
must be submitted by 12-22-97. Camera-ready
advertising copy must be submitted at least three
weeks prior to publication date with executed
Memoranduni ofAgreenient. If layout of
advertising copy is required, submit at least eight
weeks prior to publication date.
Quotes for layout are available.

you think we might be able to help...

I

David 0. Navaire, LMSW ACP. KSOTP
h'amie &Associates
313 E. Rundberg, Suite 105
Austin, Texas 78753

Important Tax Notice
Duesmx Notice

Please nofice the following:
$36 of your annual dues ($19 if a Student Member) is for a oneyear subscription to the Voice for the Defense, and $39 of regular
dues is for TCDLA legislative programs. Dues to TCDLA are not
deductible as a charitable contribution but may be deducted as an
ordinary and necessary business expense. Because of TCDLA's
legislative program, $39 of sustaining and regular membership dues
is not deductible as a business expense.

I

1

The Friends of TCDLA is an organization open to spouses and friends of members of TCDLA, law students, paralegals,
legal secretaries and any other interested person. The purpose of friends is:
T o cooperate with, support, and further the objectives and purposes of TCDLA
To do lawrelated philanthropic and educational work
To promote social relations among the members of TCDLA and their families
Dues are $25.00 for the annual period beginning the first day of the annual conve~rtioneach year.
Please complete and return the membership applicat~onto:
Joan Weinberg, Membership Chair, 7431 Noahaven, Dallas, TX, 75230
tonether
with your check payable to Friends of TCDLA.
-

-

Application for Membership

Applicant's Name
Address

Telephone

Home

Work

Fax

E-mail

Occupation
Special Interests
Spouse
Children (names and ages)
Sponsor

Applicant's signature

Date

NOVEMBER 9 7
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hmbec Cut opplitoiion and iive to o nonmember c o l h u e .
Texas Criminal Defense Lowyers Association
Membership Application
(Plenseprirttor ope)

0New Member Application

0Renewal Application

State whether new ceriificaIeis desired. 0 Yes

M

r

. M

s

0 No

. Mrs.-

Name
Law Firm
Mailing Addms
City
State
Zip____
Telephone
Fax No.
E-Mail address
County
Bar Card Number
Yea
Bat C u d Date: Month
Date of Birth:
Are you cumntly a member of NACDL? 0 Yes 0 No

Please check correct category:
Regular member licensed to practice:
0 2 yeas or less, or new member of TCDLA - $ 7 5
0 more than 2 years - $150
0Student - $20
0 Volunta~ysustaining - $300
0 Sustaining - $200
0Affiliate - $50
0 Public Defender - $50
0 Members in the firm of a sustaining or cha~termember - $50
Certified CriminalLaw Specialist
0Yes
0No
Have you ever been disbaned or disciplined by any ha1
association, or are you the subject of disciplinary action
now pending? 0Yes
0 No
Date

Signature of Applicaut

I hereby apply for metnbe~shipin the Texas Criminal Defense
as my annual nlemnLawyers Association and enclose $
bership dues for the year
Of the dues amount, $36 ($19 if
a Student Member) is for an annual subseriptim to the Voice for
the Defense and, $39 of regular dues is for TCDLA lobbymg.

Endorsement
I, a current member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to
be a person of professional conipetency, integ~ity,and
good moral chatacter. The applicant is actively engaged in
the defeuse of criminal cases.
Date

Signature of Member

hint or type Member's Name
Mail to: Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Attn: Membaship Department
600 West 13th Stleet
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514 FAX: (512) 469-9107
41nountEnclosed $
3 Amex
0Visa
:ad Nnmber:
?xpiration Date:
Vame ou Card:
4uthorized Signature:

O Mastelcard

0 Discover

this state already belong to the Te:
a1 Defense Lawyers Association. '
we have now the best Criminal Defei
the United States. We maintain that le
seeking out n
ellence by contit~~lo~isly
new energies. Therefore we want
legal and personal philosophies a
with our purposes and objec
o provide an appropriate state or
epresentiug those lawyers who are actively
gaged in the defense of ctiminal cases.
o protect and insure by role of law those indiidual rights guaranteed by the Texas aud
leral Constitotions in criminal cases.
resist proposed legislation or rules which
uld cnrtail such rights and to pron1ote sonnd
o promote educational activities to improve
ie skills and kno\vledge of lawyers engaged in
c defense of criininal cases.
the judicial system and to urge the
n and appoinlment to the bench of wveld and expel-iencedla\vyers.
-ove the correctional syslem aud to seek
ffective rehabilitation oppo~tnnitiesfor
nvicted of crimes.
note constallt impro\,emeut i n the
st ratio^^ of criminal justice.

antages for TCDLA Members
he Voicr,forlire Dqfinse mag a.m' e .
nt Decisions Report" of important cases decided by the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals and Federal Courts.
TCDLA Membership Directory-referrals to
and from cri~niuatdefense lawyers in oser 100
0utst;ulding educational progra~~~s-featl~ring
recognized experts on practical aspects of
defense cases.
vailability of Lawyers Assistauce Con~n~ittee,
n ready source of information and assistance to
~nemhcrs,and the Amicus Curiae Conuuittee.
Organizational voice through which criminal
defense Iawycrs can formulate and express
their position on legislation, court reform,
i~nportnntdefense cases through Amicus
Discounts for publications of interest to crinuno1 defeuse lawyers.

